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raRE   F
ConServdtion---    uJ
the r935  Keyword
Conservation   is   what   America   is   talking
about.    Conserve   the   forests-conserve   the
fields-control erosion-bufid up the soil . . .
and so on.
Conservation  in  its  many  phases  is  the  key
to   much  of  the  work   offered  in   the   Iowa
State   College   Forest,ry   Department.      The
head  of  the  department,  a.  B.  MacDonald,
has been chosen to direct Iowa's civilian  con-
servation  work;   other  member`s  of  its  staff
are  experts  in  this  field.
In   this   wor'k   as   in   other   phases,   the   Forestry
Department   ranks   f'top   a,I   the   heap."








Th,a  purpose  of  this  amnual  ks  to  provide  a,
medkum of  contact between our  school, other
forestry  schools,  our  alumnb,  amd  ahi  those
bmterested   bn   the    professbon    of    forestry.
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THE  AMES  FoRESTER
LOOKS AT CONSERVATION
Probch1,y    mo    oth,e,r    pI1-OfeSSiOn    hCIS    been    n`Ore
strongby   a,ffectecl  by   th,e  Pit-eSi,dlent'8   Conservatkon
Program  tham  fo1-eStry.   Ha,rdiy  an  Ames  fore8te,'1®
mowa,dJayS   does   not   lql\cke   COntact,   eilthJer   direCtl,y
or bmdirectty, wkth Emergency  Conserva,ti,on Work.
In the fchowbmg  pages ils presented a composite pbc,-
lure   of   Conservation   pabntecl  bly   Ames   foreste1''S
throughout  the  coumt1-y.
They  portray  the work  of  the  Cbvtlbam Conserva,-
tbon Corpsinn Iowa, in the  East  armd the West, bn
the  Lche  States  and  the  Sowlh.  Thequ  sketch  some
TJrObbenuS  am,d  their   SalutilOnS.    ThJey   frllustrate  the
close connectbon between forestry  amd forest  palkcy,
amd the  conservat'i,on wor`ke.
They  ecoplabn, also, amothJer  PhaJSe  Of  COmlSerVatbOn
whbcir' ks  6f  bn6reas;mg   slignbfaCanCe  {O  the  forestry
professbon .® Zund  zonbng .
The  Ames  Forester  decli,Gates  thi,s  sectilon  of  its
pages  to  its  Leclcler,  who  ks  a, Zeacler,  also,  bn  Con-
servati,om:  a.  B.  MacDomaldJ.
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Ames  Foresters  and  the
Emergency Conservation Program
G.  B.  MacDONALD
Director  of  the  E.C.W.  for  Iowa.
'l I  Should  lthe  tO  tche  this  OPPOrtWmity,'1   Professor  MacDonald
remarfuS  in  corunectkorv  with  the  foTlowhng   artbale,  "to  pa818  Out   a
word   of   erbcouragerment   to   the   Ames   foreSter8,   eSPeCbOmy   ±hO8e
engaged  in  the  Emergency  Con8erVatiJOprb  PrOgralm,  and,  to  COmmend
them   orm   thchlf   P'artkCkPat,don   kn   a   rmOVement   Wlhk,ch   may   have   re-
8ult8  in  the  future  fair  beyond  What  We  Cam  mow  See.' I
DURING the latter part of March,  1933, President FranklinRoosevelt  initiated  a  movement  which  will  probably  show
its affects in conservation activity througll  many  decades.
The Administration is making use  of the difficult  economic situ-
ation  as  an  opportunity  to  set  ahead  conservation  work  while
providing at the same time substantial relief for the needy.
From an administrative standpoint the E.  C. W. program pre-
sented some real  problems.   The urgency  of  a  quick setup  made
it important to draft the aid of many agencies, and the President
and  Director  called  into  action  various  Federal  branches~the
Labor  Department  to  mobilize  the  young  men  to  be  employed,
the  Army  to  organize  the  camps  and  clothe  and  feed  the  men,
and the U.  S.  Forest  Service and National  Park Service  to plan
and  supervise  the  work  of  the  vast  army  of  conservationists.
This  also  required  the  cooperation  of  many  state  agencies,  not-
ably state park and forestry departments and local conservatioll
bodies.
The result is a splendid example of what may be accomplished
through unselfish, concerted action in a common cause.   In a few
weeks' time nearly fifteen hundred E. C. W. camps were in action
from the thickly populated sections of the East, across the plains
to the rugged national forests and parks of the West.  More than
thr-ee  hundred  thousand  young,  unmarried  men  shouldered  the
saw and axe in this conservation army and went to work with a
brighter outlook.
In the organization of the Emergency  Conservation Work the
Federal  and  State  authorities  had  many  problems  to  conside1',
since  few had  anticipated  a  conservation  avalanche  of this  pro-
portion  and few were  fully prepared  with  adequate  plans,  per-
sonnel, and equipment.   Tlle Program, however, Was built largely
[9]
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around  the  national  forests  and  parks,  as  well  as  those  of  the
states.    In addition the President made provision for soil erosion
work  on private  lands-a  line  of  activity which  is  of vital  im-
portance in many parts of the country.  In fact the program was
of such magnitude as to tax the ingenuity of Federal and State
ag'encies alike to get an orderly program quickly under way.
Perhaps  it  is  a  little  early  to  attempt  to  predict  the  results
which may accrue from the program during the following years.
However,  some possible  results might be suggested :
1.    One of the most important results is the  increasing "con-
servation mindedness" of the people.   The E. C. W. program has
focused  attention  on many phases  of needed  conservation  work,
Courtesy  The  Iowa   Engineer.
1932 :  The  Shore  Of  Salver  Lche,  Lche  Parfu,  Iowa.
to which the general public has given `1ittle thought in the Past.
2.    As a result of this it is believed that the conservation pro-
grams of the future will be given more  nearly tile  COnSideratiOn
due them when compared with other pllaSeS Of  Our national  and
state activities.
3.    The program is crystallizing the definite need for national
planning to  cover all  angles  of conservation work in  order that
we  may  have  an  orderly  and  adequate  program  for  protecting
and developing our national and state resources.
4.     Closely  allied  to  this  is  the  overwllelming  sentiment  for
classifying  land  areas  in  order  that  these  may  be  put  to  theil'
proper use.  The present economic situation has naturally speedecl
up the need for retirement of submarginal agricultural lands to
other  uses.   These  lands  will  be  taken  over  for  forests,  parks,
game preserves, and grazing areas.
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5.    Through the E.  C. W. program the national and state for-
ests  will  be  improved  and  developed  in  two  years7  time  to  an
extent  which  otherwise  would  Ilardly  have  been  POSSible  in  two
decades.   These take the form of improvements in fire protection,
building roads and trails,  tllinning dense  Stands  Of trees,  eraCli-
cating insects and disease pests, and many others.
6.    Among  the  lasting  benefits  of  the  E.  C.  W.  program  are
the  extensive  developments  in  the  various  state  parks.   Many
states with park areas previously have never had funds for tlleir
proper improvement.  At the present time the states are not only
developing the old state park areas, but are also acquirintjol aclcli-
tional lands for recreational purposes.  If the state park develop-
Couytesy   The   Iowa   Engineer.
1934 .'   The  Shore  of  Salver  Luke.  Conservatkon Worfu  has
Zeft  its  mark;.
ment  in  other  states  is  comparable  to  the  Iowa  program,  it  is
believed that the effects of this work will be felt for many years.
The  state  park  activities,  in  addition  to  ordinary  work  such  as
the  construction  of  roads,  trails,   and  buildings,   includes  the
building of artificial lakes in lakeless regions.   These will provide
a recreational resource, the value of which is difficult to calculate.
7.    One  of  the  less  spectacular  but  yet  important  results  of
this program is the reclaiming of badly gullied  soils.   The value
comes not only in the rehabilitation of the land actually workecl
on,  but  also  through  the  education  of  land  owners  in  handling'
their soil properly.
8.    Another  benefit  from  tile  Program  Should  be  mentioned.
This is the aid and training which the enlisted men, as well as the
supervisory personnel, have received.  Many of the men employed
have an entirely different view of conservation possibilities  since
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joining the E.  C. W. forces.
The  Emergency  Conservation  program  coming  at  the  time  it
did-when many foresters and other technical men were  out  of
jobs-has furnished at least temporary employment to hundreds
of foresters all over the country.   The foresters from Iowa  State
College have been playing a real part in the emergency program,
as the records show that  105  are now employed in various  capa-
cities in 17  states.   Althoug-h many of the positions  now held by
foresters   will   be   temporary,   the   program,   in   stimulating   a
broader and deeper outlook on our conservation problems, should
be  the  means  of  opening  up  additional  positions  both  through
lnore  intensive  work  and  by  the  enlargement  of  the  field  of  ac-
tivities.
Courtesy  The  Iowa  Engineer.
The C.C.C. camp  at  Sperbcer,  Iowa.
TIle  Ames  foresters,  the  same  as  others,  in  anticipating  op-
portunities in the future, should keep in mind that forestry has
a  very  close tie-up  with  other  conservation  work  such  as  parks,
wild  life,  and  land  utilization-especially  submarginal  agricul-
tural lands.   It is therefore believed that  in  anticipating future
possibilities  a  broad  and  substantial  foundation  should  be  laid.
In this way the forester may be in a better position to adjust his
future course of action.
Many persons  have  speculated  on  the  future  or  possible  con-
tinuation  of the  E.  C.  W.  program.   This  will  probably  depend
upon the results to which we can point on the first of April,1935.
If the  many foresters  and  others in  charge  of the  program  can
show  some  real  accomplishments in  conservation,  in  addition  to
the unemployment relief afforded,  then perhaps it may serve  as
a permanent organization to absorb some of our unemployed who
are always with us,  even in good times.
ct     3!      J¬
T   The C.C.C. in  Wisconsin
W.  DUNCAN  GIFFEN,  '32
Forestry  Foreman,  Camp  Moose  River,  Glidden,  Wig.
HE Chequamegon National Forest was established in Novem-
ber,  1933.   Its  present  area  of  372,734  acres  is  located  for
the most part in Ashland  County,  Wisconsin.   There  are  ll
Civilian  Conservation  Corps  camps  in  its  four  ranger  districts.
But for the Great DivicTe, which is a low range of hills betweeIl
the  Mississippi  and  St.  Lawrence  watersheds,  the  Forest  is  a
rolling  glaciated  country  dotted  with   innumerable  lakes   ancT
swamps.¢  Most  of the land  on  tile  Forest  has  been  destructively
logged,  leaving  large  unbroken  areas  of  dense  slash  and  thus
creating  an  acute  fire  hazard.   Where  fire  has  been  kept  out  of
these slashes, however, excellent, stands of reproduction are being'
established.   On  the  other  hancI,  slash  areas  of  this  type  which
have  been  burned  have  seeded  into  aspen,  paper  birch,  and  fire
cherry.   The  unburned  areas  containing  reproduction  may  be
divided  into  three  broad  timber  types:  mixed  hardwoods  and
hemlock  type,  pine  type  (jack,  Norway,  and  white  pines),  ancl
swamp forest type  (black spruce, cedar, tamarack, or a combina-
tion of any of these) .
The work in the  camps has been  quite  variable  and  may  fall
into  the  following  nine  classifications,   each  of  which  will  be
briefly  discussed.  They  are  (1)  fire  suppression,  (2)  truck  trail
construction,  (3)  fire llaZard elimination,  (4)  telepIIOne line  con-
struction,  (5)  timber stand improvement,  (6)  planting,  (7)  map-
r,ing  and  cruising.    (8)  Ro-I,es  eradication,  and   (9)   rodent  con-
trol.
Probably  tile  most  important  activity  Of  the  C.  C.  C.  camps
was fire suppression.   Because the 1933 season in the Lake States
was  an  unusually  dry  one,  numerous  fires  were  reported.   The
fire  season  started  in  the  middle  of  July  and  lasted  until  the
middle  of  September.   Tile fires  Varied  in  Size  from  a  few  acres
up to one of about 8,000 acres.   The latter lasted about a month
and  was  finally  stopped  only  by  tlle  assistance  Of  a  Series  Of
®ra|nS.
Many  of  the  men  in  tile  Camps  had  never  Seen  a  forest  fire,
and to them fire-fighting was sometlling| new anCl fascinating. But
continuous fire-fighting,  combined  wit,h  long,  monotonous  hours,
gradually impressed upon tllem the Seriousness Of their job.  This
[13]
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ilnPreSSiOn Will  remain  witll  many  Of tIleSe  young  men  tllrOugh-
out tlleir lifetime.
Tile  Chequamegon  National  Forest  contains  large  blocks  of
inaccessible land.   In any forest it is desirable to be able to reacll
a  fire  in  a  minimum  amount  of  time.   Thus  with  the  establisI1-
ment of this Forest, truck trail construction was of vital import-
ance.   Many trails llaVe been  COlltemPlated,  and  the  COnStruCtiOn
of such trails was on the programs of most of tlle Camps.
Where there are large, continuous areas of fire hazard obviously
it  is necessary  to  break  up  those  areas.   Sucll  iS  the  Case  On  the
Chequamegon  Forest.   Consequently manv  of the  camps  are  en-
gaged in hazard elimination along roads  ;nd truck trails and  in
tile  COnStruCtiOn  Of  fire lines.   Hazard  elimination  consists  of  re-
moving  all  dead  and  down  timber  100  feet  on  each  side  of  the
transportation  routes  and  the  fellingl  of  all  dead  snagls,  which
are likely to throw sparks,  along a strip  300 to  500  feet  on  each
side  of such roads.   Fire line  construction  consists  of  clearing  a
strip 50 feet wide at strategic points and felling all snag-s within
about  300 feet.
No fire control system is complete witIIOut  adequate  telephone
lines.   Thus many miles of telephone lines were built through the
Forest.   The lines were  ground  return,  but  are  being  converted
into  metallic  circuit  systems.
The  large  tracts  of  second   growtll  timber  furniSll  Suitable
areas  for  timber  stand  improvement.   These  types  of  cuttings
may be  classified  as  Gleanings,  thinnings,  improvement  cuttings,
and liberation cuttings.   Stumps are  cut low-not to  exceed the
diameter  of   the   tree,   and   a   maximum   height   of   12   incIleS.
Tlle  limbs  are  lopped  Off  and  in  some  Cases  Piled  anCl  burned.
Tlle trees Cut are for the most Part used for fuel.
Many  areas  have  been  burned  over  and  are  not  restocking.
1Ience artificial restocking must be depended upon.   Both sprints
and fall planting was practiced.  One C. C. C. camp planted three
million trees last fall.   On good planting chances with  few rocks
the trees were planted in plowed furrows.   On poorer chances the
area  was "scalped"  or  spotted  prior  to  planting'.   This  consists
of clearing with a mattock a patcIl about 18 inches square where
the tree is to be planted.  Scalping may be done prior to planting'
ol- at the same time.  In most cases the Michigan planting bar was
used.   Norway  and  white  pines  and  white  and  Norway  spruce
were most extensively planted.  The spacing was six by eight feet.
The working area  of eacll  Camp  iS  tO  be  maPPed  and  Cruised.
Forest  and  soil  type  maps  are  being  made  and  a  five  percent
cruise of the timber is beingo taken.   All section corners are being'
posted  and lines are being run.   This work  is  done  by  the  tech-
nicians with tile  assistance  Of a Small  crew  of  C.  C.  C.  men.
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The fact that large areas are being planted to white pine makes
the  eradication  of  RtZ,es  necessary  if  these  trees  are  to  be  kept
free from white pine blister rust.  Consequently R¢bes bushes are
pulled and grubbed out  in tile SWamPS  adjacent tO the areas be-
ing planted.
The damage caused by porcupines and rabbits is quite serious
on some areas of the FoI'eSt.  Porcupines are causing considerable
damage to second growth stands, and large numbers of trees are
completely girdled by them.   Consequently  "porkies"  are killecl
on  sight.   Rabbits  have  become  so  numerous  that  they  are  epi-
demic.   Their  damage  to  plantations  of  spruce  is  so  great  that
poisoning is warranted.
If  the  work  accomplished  by  the  C.  C.  C.  men  on  the  CIle-
quamegon  National  Forest  is  representative  of  the  work  done
One  phase  Of  Com8erVatkOn.`   Recreati,lou.
througllOut the country, it iS the Writer'S opinion that the Presi-
dent7s  forestry  program  is  a  success.   The  fact  that  there  has
been a large amount of work accomplished is not the only reason
why this program is successful.  It is a success because it has fur-
nished thousands of homes with a payroll, which though small is
llelPing  many  Of  these  families  tO  live  Without  Other  assistance.
It  is a success because it IlaS  given  employment  to  some  300,000
young  men,  many  of  whom  had  never  had  the  opportunity  to
earn wages by honest,  hard work.   It  is a  success because  it  has
made  forestry  a  topic  of  considerable  discussion.    To  foresters
and to the forestry profession the program is a success because it
has made possible more intensive forestry practice.
3¬      3f      3f
The C.C.C. in Southeast Louisiana
P.  M.  GARRISON,  ex.  '27
Forester  for  the  Great  Southern  Lumber  Co.,  Bogalusa,  La.
"COMES the Dawn" of June 4,1933, and with it the arrival
of a special train bearing 200 enlisted  C.  C.  C.  men, regu-
lap   army  personnel   equipment,   supplies,   and  baggage.
Trucks start moving, tools are issued, and men start cleaning up
the  camp  site.   Stoves  are  erected.   Groceries  and  supplies  are
broken out.  Noon-and hot meals are served.  By night tents are
erected and the boys are settled. Thus is the first C. C.  C. camp in
Louisiana established and the greatest  experiment in forest  con-
servation the world has  ever known becomes  a local  reality.
Ten days later,  on June  14, the first work crews  rolled  out  of
the  camp  for  the woods  equipped  with  axes,  saws,  brush  hooks,
and  machetes  to  engage  in  roadside  fire  hazard  reduction.   The
ten-day  interim had been  taken  up  with  camp  erection,  arrival
of  tools,  and  planning  of  field  work;  and  no  small  amount  of
speculation  by  foresters,  landowners,  ancl  local  residents  as  to
what,  if  anything,  in  the  way  of  woods  work  would  be  accom-
plished.   All such speculation is now a thing' of the past, for any
adverse  criticism  has  been  eliminated  by  the  actual  woods  ac-
complishments.
As there are very few National Forests in the deep  South and
still  fewer  sta.te  forests,  a  large  percentage  of  C.  C.   C.  camps
are located on privately owned lands.
On  such  lands  the  work  that  can  be  carried  on  is  very  defi-
-nitely  stipulated.   It  consists  entirely  of  fire  prevention,  which
includes the building of truck trails to make all parts of the areas
readily  accessible  for fire  fighters,  the  clearing  of  fire  lines  and
fire  breaks  to  assist  in holding  fires to  small  areas,  the  erection
of  towers  and  telephone  lines  to  detect  the  fires  and  dispatch
men  to  them  for  suppression,  roadside  fire  hazard  reduction,
emergency fire suppression,  and miscellaneous work which  is  al-
lied with the above.
It  is  unusually  difficult  to  compare  the  work  being  accom-
plished  by  the  various  camps  in  the  South,  as  each  has  special
problems  which  are  not  common  to  any  other  camp.   Not  only
do  the  type  of land,  type  of  timber,  and  degree  of  fire  hazard
vary, but the previous land policies vary from lands which were
unprotected  to  those  whicII  Were  Protected  by  a  Skeleton  Organ-
[16]
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ization and on to other lancls wlliCh Were Protected by  an  inten-
sive organization.   Obviously in tile first two Cases the WOrk  COn-
sists of building outrigllt the roads, fire lines, and telephone lines,
to establish a fire protection system.   In such places the progress
has moved along rapidly and large areas are being put into con-
cl.ition for intensive fire  protection.   These  areas will  continue  to
be enlarged during the life of tile C.  C. C.
In the latter instances the  entire  fire  protection  system  is  be-
ingl  reconditioned,  elaborated,  perfected,  and  extended.   In  all
cases the work has been done in great detail and in such a man-
ner that it  can be economically ma,intained  after the basic work
Thic8   fire   line   Was   COlustTuCt,ed
w'it-Ih     a    40-ho,`8elPOWer    tractor
and   a   Hester   3-disk   fi,`e   Line
plow.
is completed.
The  importance  of  the  wo1-k  Cannot  be  over-emphasized.     To
landowners who were  engaged in forestry  and fire protection  it
means the extension of tIle  existing  fire Protection  System tO  in-
clude remote lands whicll Perhaps would not have been brought
under protection for years.   To landowners who  were  inte1'eSted
in forestry and fire protection and were maintainingl  a  skeleton
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organization  in  llOPeS  tIlat  some  day  tlley  would  be  financially
able to perfect  their system,  the  C.  C.  C.  has been  a  great  help.
Not  only  have  tlleSe  two  Classes  of  land  llOldingS  been  devel-
oped, but large IIOldingS are now being included in fire PrOteCtiOll
plans  which  were  formerly  not  under  protection.   The  owners
f'eel that t,hey can afford to maintain tile Ore-aniZatiOn if the work
is established and carried through the init,ial st,ag~es.
The  establishing  of  C.  C.  C.  units  througllOut  the  South  has
stimulated  forest  thought,  particularly  by  the  laymen.   Hereto-
fore  forestry,  or  the  practice  of  reforestation  as  it  is  generally
called,  was thought  of by many  as  a  hobby  rather  than  a busi-
lleSS,  something  tO  be  indulged  in  Wllen  times  were  good  and  to
be dispensed with when times were bad.
Undoubtedly  the  greatest  good  to  be  derived  from  the  estab-
lishment of tile  C.  C.  C.  cannot be measured  by material  accom-
plishments.   The taking of 300,000 young,. unemployed men from
the  streets  of  our  cities  and  givingo  them  healthy,  outdoor  em-
ployment  and  the  opportlmity  to  earn  a  living  for  themselves
and their dependents is in itself enough to justify the  establish-
ment of tile work.
Perhaps   tile   greatest   true   forestry   accomplishment   iS   the
bringing  of  the  National  Forest  situation  before  the  people  of
tIle nation in SuCll a Way tIlat an intimate knowledge Of the work
and  its  vital  lleCeSSity  iS  brought  home  tO  them.   This,  together
with  tile  Creation  Of  two  million  forest-minded  People,  are  aC-
complisllmentS the benefits from WlliCh are immense and Will not
be fully understood for several  generations.
3!      3!      ct
C.C.C.  wol'l; .`   A  piling  bridge  at  th,e  entrance  to  a  stash
pine   plalLtatkOlt.
The C.C.C. in North Carolina
EARL  F.  OLSON,  '33
Forestry Foreman,  Camp McClosky,  Marion,  N.  C.
THE  ten  Civilian  Conservation  Corps  camps  on  the  PisgahNational  Forest  are  scattered  through  its  four  ranger  dig-
tricts.   Their  location  in  eacll  Case  has  been  determined  by
tile major Project  aSSig-ned  tO  that  Particular  Camp.  In  some  in-
stances the blocks of territory needing timber stand improvement
take  tile  Camps  tO  isolated  mountain  SPOtS  Of  high  elevation.  In
otllerS Where road  COnStruCtiOn iS the  Principal  job  One finds the
ca.mpg on main highways and such  accessible locations.
The above-mentioned jobs are only two of the major works on
the Pisgah.   These and  otllerS  are  the basis  for the  Organization
laicl out by the Forest Service for handling the projects.   At the
llead iS the Camp Superintendent,  Called the Project  Superintend-
ent.   Under  him  are  tile  Cultural  foremen,  road  foremen,  and
construction  foremen.   These  men  are  individually  responsible
for tile Projects assigned tO tile Camp.  The usual projects in prog-
ress  are  timber  stand  improvement,  road  construction,  road  re-
r'outing,  road  maintenance  and  trail  construction  and  improve-
ment, camp ground construction, planting, and roadside esthetics.
These can best be explained individually.
Timber stand  improvement  is  designated  as  the  main  project
on tile Forest.   It  is  tile  Primary Purpose  Of  the  Camps,  and  all
possible preference is given it.   Tlle  Stands Of timber treated are
largely young growth,  and  some  second  growth.   They  are those
stands  which  have  taken  foot  naturally  following  logging  oper-
ations.   On  tile  district  Where  tile  Writer  iS  located  the  young'
g-rowtll   Stands  are  mOStlV   15   to   20  years  old.    The  principal
species  is  yellow  poplar,  -wlliCII  occurs  in  the  cove  Sites   (Clraws
or small valleys draining into creeks, which are well waterecl and
protected and of good soil) .   Other species are oaks, locust, wIlite
pine, and sweet birch.  Except the last, they are more often found
on  exposed  sites.   Poplar is  tIle  most  favored  tree  because  Of  its
I-elatively rapid growtl1,  excellent  form,  and marketability.
Careful  consideration  is  given  the  importance  of  the  work.
Only  the  better  sites  properly  stocked  are  worked  over.    The
cultural  foremen scout  out tile areas beforehand,  taking  note  Of
tIleSe COnditiOnS and determining® the advisability Of going ahead.
The usual  crew per foreman  on  timber stand  improvement  is
[19]
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15 men.  Three straw bosses watch and help three squads of four
men  each.   The  12  men  on  squads  each  run  a  strip  through  the
woods back and forth much the same as planting crews :  i.  e.,  in
stag-gered formation, the end man being a guide for the others to
follow  in  order.    The  "crop  tree"  system  is  used.    The  ideal
stockinga  for  a  mature stand being  about  150  trees  per  acre,  the
crop  trees  are  selected  every  171/2  feet  and  the  Strips  run  that
distance  apart.   A  man  on  a  line  selects  a  crop  tree  at  the  be-
Conserua±bon  produces  tblmber  Zthe  thli8   .   .   .
ginning point  of his  strip.   His  selection  is  first  the  one  of  best
form,  and  second the  best  species  and  tile  thriftiest.  By  inspec-
tion he decides whether competition to tile Selected tree iS Present
and proceeds to  cut or girdle any menacing weed trees  or lesser
trees of good species.   Only those giving direct competition to tI]e
crop  tree  are  cut.     This  done,  the  man  moves  along  his  strip
171/2 feet more and Picks Out another Crop tree at that point.   If
a crop tree is not in need of help lie merely moves On tO the next.
The usual so-called weed species are black gum, sour-wood, silvel~-
bell, clogwood, and mountain mag'nolia.
TIlere  are  usually  three  Cultural  fOremeIl  in  eaCll  Camp  With
one  tlesignatecl  as  chief-of-party.   The  output  per  man  in  the
crews runs from one to two and a half acres per day.
The  enrolled  men  are  for  the  most  part  fairly  good  workers.
Since  timber  stand  improvement  is  given  preference  the  cul-
tural  foreman  takes  the  pick  of  the  men  for  the  crews.   Often,
however,  they  must  be  handlec1  "witIl  gloves,"  for  they  clo  not
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always  respond  like  res-ular  labor.   Handling  them  is  a  unique
expe`rience and a chance to learn much about human nature.
Two more jobs administered by cultural foremen are the plant-
ing program and roadside improvement of truck trails.   The for-
mer involves gathering of seed and wild stock, surveying of areas
to be planted, caring for seedlings, and planting.  Roadside work
is  clearing  and  cleanup  work  to  increase  scenic  and  esthetic
values.
Special  duties  of  cultural  foremen  include  boundary  surveys
and painting, timber marking, and scaling.
The cultural foremen keep a complete record of the work. They
make regular tallies  of stands covered.   They  compute  the  trees
and the cuts per acre and  classify the stand by ages  and types.
Tlley keep  Progress maps.   A  supervisor's  deputy  (accompanied
by a regional  inspector)  makes regular inspections  of the  work.
He  notes  the  quality  of  the  work,  the  crew  organization,  their
output,  and their progress.
The  main  types  of  road  constructed  are  tile  Standard  Forest
Service  truck  trails.   Th7hen  finished  these  roads  are  to  be  used
by  loglging  operations  during  sales.   The  jobs  present  some  seri-
.    .   .   anc1  8POt8  Of  S¢rmPZe  beauty  i,the  thb8.
ous  engaineering  problems,  for  the  routes  often  go  in  precarious
places and much rock work must be done.   One road to which the
boys have taken  a  dislike  is nicknamed  "Hel19s  Highway I"
Public  camp   grounds  are  sprintjo,-ing  up   on  many  desiI'able
places  in  the  forest.   These  spots  will  be  a  valuable  and  much
needecl   recreational   asset.    Storage   buildings,   powder   houses,
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and fire towers are also under construction.
The  camps themselves  are  much  the  same  as  elsewllere.   Tlley
have evolved from tent cities to well constructed camps with bar-
racks and all modern conveniences.  The strength of most of them
is  200  men.   When  the  recruits  first  arrived  there  were  many
questions  in the  minds  of those  in  charge.   They  wonclerecT  how
successful this sort of labor woulcl be.   A period of three or four
months had passed before both men and superiors had finally be-
come adjusted to each other and to their jobs.
Now the work moves smoothly; but problems of a different sort
arise.   One of these is the period of work each day.   At first ollly
five  hours'  work  was  possible  on   distant   projects  under  tIle
strictly eight-hour day.   A ruling was received that  six  effective
hours must be spent  on the job  exclusive  of travel  time  ancl the
lunch  hour.   This  meant  early  departures,  short  lunch  hours,
and late arrivals in camp in the afternoon.  In places the recruits
attempted  to  strike  in  protest.   The  matter  has  been  smootIleCT
out and the six-hour rule  continues.
The welfare of the boys is in the hands of a designated Army
officer  in  each  camp.   Forest  Service  personnel  lend  a  hand  in
organization of athletic teams for competition among camps ancl
in  giving  lectures  and  holding  classes.   An  orchestra  has  been
formed in one place.  Speaking of welfare it is interesting to note
that  several  of  the  men  have  seen  fit  to  get  married  on  their
meager  wages  of  30  dollars  a  month!     And  another  surpris-
ing  ( ?)  fact is that nearly a third of the cultural foremen hirecl
on this Forest have married since the work began.
The work of the C.  C.  C.,  I believe, is of distinct benefit to the
Pisgah  National  Forest.   Many  improvements  needed  for  years
are now on their way to completion.   Items  on which the  Forest
was behind,  probably  for  financial  reasons,  are  now  caught  up.
The young growth stands of timber which would  soon be under
serious  competition,  and in some  cases stagnating,  are being  re-
leased and given a real chance.
As for the boys doing the work-thev are becoming'  forestry-
minded  more  strongly  than  any  adverutising~  or  teaching  coulcl
make  them.
This silvicultural work is a goal which foresters in charge llaCl
never,  before the  E.  C.  W.  proglram  came  along,  even  hoped  to
realize.  It was an ideal seen mostly on paper.  Now the thinninto`o's,
liberations,   and   cleanings   are   almost   completed,   and   cl_isease-
cleanup along with them.
For  the  duration  of  the  camps  the  Forest  will  enjoy  a  wel]-
organized fire system.   It may suffer,  tllOugh, in having tO brush
up its old organization when all this man-power is gone.
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F         The C.C.C. in Iowa
EINAR  L.  HENRIKSON,  '33
Forestry  Foreman,  McGregor,  Iowa.
ORESTRY in Iowa?  Yes, many of us were rather doubtful
about  the  possibility  of   applying   forestry  to   the   "Corn
State."   But  Iowa,  like  the  other  states,  was  called  upon
by  President  Roosevelt  to  lend  its  natural  resources,  either  ex-
istent or hoped for, to give employment to the needy.
Naturally we canJt picture  a  forestry program  in  Iowa  witI1-
out  the  able  hand  of  G.  B.  MacDonalcl_  at  the  helm.    Iowa  is
Camlp  No.  60-Iowa  Citu.
g'reatly indebted to llim for its Share  in the  Emergency  Conser-
l-ation program, for this sharing means that the  25-year  Conser-
vation  Plan  for  Iowa  is  being  culminated  in  a  much  shorter
period than was anticipated.
In  this  pros-ram  six  definit,e  lines  of  work  are  followed.  The
basic  problem  in  conservation-soil  erosion-is  met  with  thou-
sands of dams of various types to save valuable farm land from
being washed away.  These eroded areas are further improved by
tree  planting.    Spots  of  scenic  interest  are  preserved  and  im-
proved;  wild  life  is  protected.   The  landscape  in  general  is  en-
[23]
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riched.   Then  along  recreational  lines  swimming-,  boating,  pic-
nicking, and camping areas are established. In addition, artificial
lakes  and  state parks are  developed to  cope  with  the  increasing
recreational needs.  Diseased and ill-formed trees are cut out and
park  areas  are  developed  by  constructing  trails,  bridges,  and
cabins.   Finally  we  have  that  matter  of  controlling'  the  insects
that threaten plant life.   Spread of disease is checked by the aid
of a systematic forest  survey.
The effects of the Civilian Conservation work are far reaching
and  should  be  considered  from  various  antgles.   The  whole  pro-
gram  is  essentially  of  a  forestry  nature,  and  forestry  shoulcl
benefit  greatly.   One achievement  is making the  public  forestry-
minded.    This   is   inevitable,   for  we   IlaVe   in   the   C.C.C.   some
300,000 families represented in  addition to  the  supervisory  staff.
This together with  the  publicity that  tile  C.C.C.  program  is  re-
ceiving is bound to  create  a forestry-minded public.
We cannot  stop  with the material benefits that  forestry itself
derives  from  this  program.   There  is  the  personnel,  also.   This
forestry and conservation program has Provided WOrk  for thou-
sands  of  jobless  men.    They  are  receiving  invaluable  training-
under  the  most  wholesome  conditlions.    The  many  jobless  are
taken  from  the  streets  and  put  to  tile  COnStruCtiVe  WOrk  Of  im-
proving the land.
It  might  be  fitting  to  consider  Iowa.'s  25-year   Conservation
Plan  as the forest  policy for the  state  of  Iowa.    Essentially  this
plan calls for wise use of Iowa7s natural resources.   In years past
it IlaS been evident that the Park aleeaS and resources for hunting,
fishing,  boating,  and  swimming fall short of the  demand.   These
needs were presented to the  authorities  in  WasIlingtOn,  and  the
"pipe  dream'7  of  the  Board  of  Conservation  and  the  Fish  and
Game  Commission is now rapidly becoming a  reality.   With  the
two  periods  of  work  about  complet,ed,  we  can  see  readily  how
erosion  control ;  balanced utilization  of  surface  water  resources ;
conservation of woodlands ;  preservation  of wild life,  game,  and
fish ;  and development  of state preserves and  state parks are be-
coming a blessed reality in Iowa.
The  C.C.C.  program  was  started  for  the  purpose  of  creating®
needed employment for young men duringo a critical period.  The
men need the  forests and  forest,s  need  the  men,  and  so we  have
these  men  put  to  constructive  work  throughout  the  land.   Pos-
terity will benefit  in that  it will have  a  more  beautiful  country
to live in and a conservation-minded  public,  which  means  better
citizens.
This  act  of the  President  IlaS  done more  than  merely Provide
work  for  the  unfortunate.   Those  of  tIle  enlisted  men  With  the
abiltiy of leadership  are  encouraged and g'iven more  responsible
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positions over their fellows.  The various sorts of work under way
have enabled men to find for themselves the work in which they
are  most  proficient,  whether  it  be  filing  saws,  running  a  steam
shovel, or swinging an axe.
The  public  is  interested  to  observe  how  these  boys  work.   If
we  stop  to  consider,  most  of  the  recruits  have  really  not  bee]1
employed  in  any  sort  of  work  before :  The  depression  came  be-
fore they were of the working age.   On the whole  these boys  are
good workers and can be depended upon.
The  C.C.C.  boys  get  somethint,o'  besides  field  experience :  They
are given schooling in the various lines with which their foremen
are familiar.  These studies are forestry, botany, landscape archi-
tecture,  stream  improvement,  and  public  speaking.   The  Army
teaches  English,  spelling,  and  arithmetic.    The  classes  are  all
Com8tractbng  a  women  Wkre  dalm  tO  COntrOZ  ero8:LOn.
fairly  well  attended,  and  the  students  show  an  active  interest.
Field  trips  provide  further  stimulation.
At  the  outset  many  were  skeptical  of  the  success  of  such  an
undertaking as the  Civilian  Conservation  Corps.   But  now  it  is
evident that this country has an organization which would be  a
great benefit if it were put on a permanent basis.
Iowa's  initial  allotment  was  16   camps  scattered  about  the
state.   Fourteen were forestry camps,  and  two were  park  c-amps
under  the  jurisdiction  of  the  National  Park  Service.   The  pri-
mary locations of the  forest camps were  as follows :  Keosauqua,
Albia,   Chariton,  Shenandoah,   Creston,   Spencer,  Mt.  Pleasant,
Bunch,  Iowa  City,  Atlantic,  Oskaloosa,  Des  Moines,  Winterset,
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and Boone.  Park camps are located in the Palisades State Park,
Mt.  Vernon,  and  Backbone  State  Park,  near  Lamont.    These
camps are not permanent, but are subject to transfer from their
original  location,  depending  upon  the  allocation  of  the  work.
Winter  camps  have  been  established  at  Cresco,  McGregor,  antl
Decorah.
Iowa  has  a  total  of  approximately  3,200  young  men  enlisted,
or an average of about 200 men per camp.   The supervisory stalI'
consists  of  150  men.    Iowa  receives  no  definite  allotment  but
Courtesy  The  Iowa  Engineer.
C.C.C.  boys  dkgging  Out  the  dkVer8±On
ditch  lot   Lche  LcIVerne.  Iowa  State
CamP'uI8.
g'ets  its  share  of  the  $250,000,000  which  is  provided  for  this
extensive  program.
Although  Iowa  is  principally  an  agricultural  state,  it  lacks
none of the beauty that belongs to heavily forested regions.   It is
the  chief  aim  of  the  Board  of  Conservation  and  the  Fish  and
Game  Commission  to  develop  what  natural  resources  Iowa  al-
ready  has  and  to  create  additional  natural  attractions.    Thus
Iowa,  like  the  other  states,  is  greatly  indebted  to  the  Civilian
Conservation  Corps,  for  it  is  a  means  of  attaining  the  goal  of
greater beauty and prosperity.
#      3¬      3¬
The C.C.C. in Southern Califomia
GILBERT  STRADT,  '34
Former   Suppression   Foreman,   Santa   Barbara   National   Forest,   Santa
Barbara,  Gal.
THE  dual  purpose  of  the  Civilian  Conservation  Corps  is  toprovide work for young, unemployed men and to center their
activities  on forest  conservation projects  in one  form  or  an-
other.
Through  the  aid  of  this  unemployment  measure  many  plans
1'or extensive  forest  conservation and  improvement  projects  hall
to be formulated and set into action.  Heretofore such plans were
not considered feasible,  or else  they were looked  upon  merely  as
goals to be reached at some far future time.   They had not been
carried out-not  only because  of the  economic  stresses,  but  also
because  these  plans  would  involve  so  tremendous  an  organiza-
tion.   Since many of the present plans were  developed in  a very
short time, much of the work must be  considered on a trial-and-
error basis  with  corrections  in  the  plans  as  the  conditions  war-
rant.                                                                                            `v
\/+
As  an  introduction,  the  Forest  Service  places  fire  protection
of the National Forests as the chief objective, which has priority
over all other activities.   The  aim  of this  objective  is to  prevent
as  many  fires  as  possible  and  to  suppress  all  small  fires  before
they  develop  into large  and  destructive  ones.
The  National  Forests  of  Southern  California  are  watershed
forests.   The  cities along the Pacific  Coast,  as well  as the inland
communities,  obtain their water  supply  from  sources  which  are
usually located in the  forests.   The  watershed use  of the  forests
increases the necessity for maintaining the vegetation or present
ground cover-hence fire protection.   Recreation and grazing are
also important uses of the  forests.
The  fire  situation  in  southern  California  is  a  great  problem,
because  weather  conditions  are  favorable  for  fires  during~  the
greater  part  of  the  year:  Some  of  the  territory  is  inaccessible;
the main cover type is brush ; danger from campers and hunters
is great ; and lastly there is a scarcity of organized crews.  In any
event it becomes necessary to eliminate as many of the problems
as possible and develop some system of controlling the remaining
[27]
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factors.   Evidently, as a means to control the existing conditions
which favor the spread of fires,  it would be effective to establisll
a fire crew system.
Prior to the organization of the  C.C.C.  a  few permanent  fire-
suppression crew units had been organized to take initial action
on fires ; but as a whole a definite system had not been developed-.
A  permanent  suppression  crew  involves  considerable  expense.
This is probably the g'reatest objection to fire crew units.   In gen-
eral  fire  crews  make  for  efficient  fire  protection.   In  some  cases
" .   .   .   fire  pr'otectkom  of  the  Nalbonal  Fore8t8  a8 the  chkef
objectkve."
organized  crews  were  available  for  fire  supression  work  by  co-
operation  with  organizations  located  on  or  near  the  National
Forests.
The main objective of the C.C.C. camps in southern  California
was  fire  protection.   It  was  a  general  policy  of  the  Forest  Ser-
vice  to  have  one  initial  fire  crew  in  each  camp.   This  crew  was
stationed in camp  and was prepared to make a  get-away to  any
fire  call  within  three  minutes.   A  fire  suppression  foreman  had
charge of the men-twenty-five of them, except where transporta-
tion facilities were insufficient to handle so many.   The sole duty
of this crew was to control fires.
The organization of the  C.C.C.  fire  crews  was a  difficult  prob-
lem.   It  was  a  matter  of  teaching  the  men  simple  fire-fighting
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principles and then gradually clarifying these methods by prac-
tical  experience.   In the  first place the majority of  enlisted men
were  from  the  city  and  not  acquainted  with  forest  conditions.
They lacked experience in tlleir new responsibilities.   In spite of
these difficulties they had initiative, a spirit of livelihood, and an
interest in th_eir new life.    It was quite  evident that they  appre-
ciated the assistance that had been offered to them.   The task  of
organizing  the  crews  became  less  involved  after  the  men  had
gaiIled  fire-fighting  experience  On  Several  fires.
During the beginning of the  1933  fire  season,  while the  crews
were  being  orglanized,  the  policy  was  to  place  a  new  group  of
men on the fire crew each week.  This arrangement did not prove
very successful.   Later on tile tendency Was toward the  develop-
ment of a permanent  crew.   It was found that  a  crew composed
of  able  members  was  more  efficient  in  "hitting"  the  fire.   The
general  practice  in  all  cases  was  to  hit  the  fire  with  the  initial
ll The   fir-e   8itJLlatSOn   in    Southern   Calbforavka,   i;8   a
great  problem   .   .   ."
crew and to follow with other crews to take  care  of  emergencies.
The C.C.C. fire crew system during last season was by no means
an  efficient  fire  protection  unit.   But  the  development  of  this
system will undoubtedly have some bearing on future permanent,
fire  crews,  since  the  existing  conditions  necessitate  hitting  the
fire  with  an  efficient  initial  crew  to  prevent  numerous  and  de-
structive fires.
S     st     3¬
LandZoningin Cut-OverRegions
F.  B.  TRENK,  '23
Extension  Forester,  University  of  Wisconsin,  Madison.
To¥EnoTr:hwenrnofw¥i:oo£giun? iiiiknetgvee<rtyheoatrhteroftot*enlfnketsi: rneegtoe¥
north country, so fortunately situated, it advertised far and
wide the inviting charm of its  crystal lakes and  its  cool  climate
tempered  by  northern  forests  (or  what  remained  of  them).   It
was  equally  generous  in  its welcome  to  those  who  came  to  pat-
ronize its  existing resorts  and  to  those  who  came  to  add  wealtll
by building new homes,  new hotels,  new  farms.
The Town of Minocqua is large.   It  includes five  full  Govern-
ment survey townships-more than 125,000 acres.  Yet for all its
size,  its county and state trunk highway system totals less than
17  miles;  it  has  but  four  schools,  and  these  are  all  within  the
confines of a single government township  of 23,000 acres.
Financially  the  town  is  better  off  than  many  of  its  northern
neighbors,   thanks  to  substantial   summer  home   developments.
But when, early last winter, a family established itself upon the
sIIOreS  Of  One  Of  these  Crystal-clear  lakes,  travelintg  over  a  fire
lane built by the State  Conservation Department,  some  12  miles
from  the  nearest  road  and  school,  and  when  this  family  pro-
ceeded to make  demands upon the town for services  guaranteed
to  it  by  State  law-services  which  promised  to  cost  upward  of
$2,000  the  first  year  and  heaven  knows  how  much  for  future
years-the  tax-payers  knew that  the  time  had  come  to  discover
I10W tO Prevent Such a thingJs happening again.
Not  that  settlers  in  out-of-the-way  places  were  an  unusual
source  of  demand  upon  the  finances  of  towns  wholly  incapable
of caring for them ;  in  fact hardly a town  in the  cut-over  areas
of  northern  Wisconsin  has  a  record  one  hundred  percent  free
from  such  extravagance.    The  Town  of  Spider  Lake  in  Vilas
County,  nearby,  spent  over  $1,800  in  services  to  one  family  in
one year; while the entire investment made by this family could
have  been  purchased  for  $800.   Anot,her  town  had  spent  $4,000
fol- snow removed for the benefit of one small community, whereas
the  town would  actually llaVe  been  money  ahead  if  it  had  Paid
each  family  $500  in  cash  to  stay  at  home  wIlile  the  roads  Were
snowed shut.   The really importaIlt point iS that Wllen the People
of Minocqua called the attention of its Oneida  County Board  of
[30]
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Supervisors to  the  seriousness  of t,he  situation  and  insisted  that
something be done, something of an epocl1-making nature in gov-
ernmental  control  was  done.  Tile  means  Of COntrOl  was found  in
a  State law which gave  counties the  power to  zone  land  for  ag-
riculture, forestry,  and recreation.
Oneida  County  struck  vigorously  at  the  problem  through  its
zoning ordinance~the first of its kind in any state in the nation.
It had,  of course,  always favored new recreational  development,
because  recreation  meant  relatively  high  investments  with  rela-
tively low  governmental  services.   It  had  welcomed  forestry  in-
vestment.  One pulp company had bought thousands of acres ancl
was developing this land for future forests.   It always welcomecl
farm settlers, but not with the freedom of location that pertained
to forest and recreational areas.  Farm settlers meant year-rouncl
roads,  meant  schools,  meant  that the farmer must  be  on  reason-
ably good soil to make a living' ; and, if he wash7t, then very likely
it meant that some day he would be a public charge.   The zoning
ordinance  was  the  means  to  prevent  this  waste  of  human  re-
sources.
The zoning ordinance recognized three types of land ownership
and  separated  the  areas  witIlin Which  they  mitO,lht  be  developed.
Forestry  and  recreation,  supplementing  each  other  and  neithel-
representing heavy demands  for  aid  from  town  or  county,  were
placed  into  one  land-use  district.   Agriculture,  because  its  de-
inand  for  public  services  was  so  much  greater  and  so  different
from the other two,  was restricted in its further location.
This  was  not  a  new  classification  of  the  three  main  types  of
land use.  Oneida County had been applying this to its own lands
for a number of years.   As Oneida  County became the  owner  of
land  through  the  process  of  tax  delinquency  and  then  entered
the  market  as  a  land  owner  to  find  a  sale  for  this  land,  it  en-
deavored  to  keep  prospective  settlers  from  land  unsuited  for
agriculture  or  where  the  demands  for  roads  and  schools  would
be  a  real burden.   But  Oneida  County  owns  only  about,  30  per-
cent of its land.   There were plenty of private land  owners wllO
were also in the market to sell land, and they cared nothing about
these   liabilities   to   remaining   tax-payers.     Therefore   Oneida
County went  beyond  its  own  holdings  and  made  this  ordinance
apply equally to private and public land.
A  drastic  move,  you  say,  for  the  county  to  tell  the  private
owner for what purpose he  sllall use his land.   Not  so  drastic,  if
we  pry  into  this  zoning  business  and  note  what  IlaS  been  done
repeatedly with private lancls in many cities througIIOut the na-
tion.
After all, zoning is not, so new.
application  of  an  old  principle.
What we have is merely a new
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Now there  are  two  ways  of  protecting  the  financial  resources
of  a  tax-payer-:  One  is  to  prevent  that  kind  of  indiscriminate
private development of land which will cause heavy losses in the
capital  investment ;  the  other  is  to  prevent  such  indiscriminate
clevelopment  of  private  lands  as  would  result  in  unreasonable
ca.sh outlay yearly through his tax bill.  And yet this latter waste
is  precisely  what  has  been  going  on  for  years  in  many  of  the
towns of northern Wisconsin.   Zoning,  tIlerefOre,  aims Primarily
to so co,ntrol and direct the use of lands, public as well as private,
as  to  insure  the  tax-payer  that  he  will  not  be  made  to  suffer,
through his tax bill,  from  either tile greeCI Or the bad judgment
of others.
Oneida  County had scarcely enacted ancl published  its zoning
ordinance  when  zoning  became  an  issue  in  practically  all  the
counties  of  northern Wisconsin  suffering~  similar  ills.   State  law
llad  granted the  power tO  ZOne,  anCl  other  countie-s  were  equally
interested in involvirlg this same authority.   There was, in short,
a  wholesale  revolt  against  the  old  order  of  exploitation  in  land
clevelopment,  and  in  its  place  there  arose  a  demand  for  govern-
mental control of the factors of governmental  expense.
What  is  the  part  of  forestry  and  foresters  in  this  dynamic
movement?   Forestry and forest development will be inseparable
from every plan for rural  zoning in cut-over regions.   Since  one
of the primary purposes of zoning is to restrict in location those
land  uses  which  result  in  unreasonable  costs  for  governmental
services,  it is  easily seen why forestry IlaS  received  Such  general
consideration.  Large forests require a minimum of public roads,
and these  roads  do  ilOt  need  Winter  SerViCing.   Few  men  are  em-
ployed  while  tlle  trees  are  grOWing';  hence  -there  are  few  Or  nO
families  scattered  through  the  forested  area,  and  therefore  no
need for schools.   Other governmental  services are  equally light.
Because forestry as a land use  can  function  with  a minimum
of g'overnmental services and therefore does not contribute to the
very financial problems zoning is designed  to  remedy,  it  will  be
for many years to  come a preferred  enterprise in the  restrictecl
land use districts.
But  if  operating®  forestry  is  such  a  boon  to  the  zoning  move-
ment,  is  zoning  equally  attractive  as  an  incentive  to  more  for-
estry?  A brief review of the current draw-backs to forestry prac-
tice  indicates  that  zoning  marks  a  distinct  forward  step  in  the
forestry field.
Forestry  as  an  enterprise  in  the  cut-over  areas  has  longl  suf-
fered from the llaZard Of Serious fire losses.  It is definitely known
tIlat  in this region t,he largest  Single  Cause  Of fires  iS  land  Clear-
ing,  while most of the other causes of fire  are  directly traceable
to the freedom of human movement and trespass within the llaZ-
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ardous  areas.    Zoning  aims  virtually  to   abolish   one   of  these
sources of fire and materially to curb the others.
Land  settlement  for  agriculture  and  therefore  land  clearing,
with  its  inevitable  fires,  is  definitely  prohibited  within  certain
land  use districts as provided by the zoning  ordinance.   Settlers
living  within  a  restricted  clistrict  when  the  ordinance  becomes
effective will be permitted to remain on the land in the status of
"continuing  non--conforming  users, "  but  generally  they  will  be
few  in  number.
Zonkng   devalop8  Lama   for   kt8  best   use.-    farmlS   along   hkghWay8,
wooded  8hO're.S  fOll  takes,  fOre8t8  Olb  mom-agricultural  lJand.
Because,  as  we  have  alreac1.v  pointed  out,  forestry  itself  can
operate  with  a  minimum  of  governmental  service,  it  would  ap-
pear probable tIlat taxes may be reCluced in large forest districts,
provided  of  course  that  tile  local  tax  djStl-iCtS  dO  not  have  tO
maintain roads  and  schools  for  scattered  settlers.   Zoning  is  too
new in the North for one to be  able to  cite  examples where this
situation has become a reality,  but local  officials are agreed that
this may reasonably be  expected to  develop  from  g'eneral  appli-
cation of the zoning power.
Among the conclusions of the recent  Forest  Taxation  Inquiry
is  a  reference  to  the  imminent  need  for  more  economy  in  local
governmental  costs.   There  is  far  more  likelihood  of  this  objec-
tive being realized when the cause of high cost  is removed.  This
indicates zoning,  and it  means that zoning is going to be  a very
positive aid in future forest development.
ct     3I     3I
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THE  AMES  FoRESTER
AT  HOME
The  school  }]ea]`  of   '33-'34  h,as  seen  a  wealth,  of
th,at  spbq-bt  of  goocl  feuowshbp, Lofty  kdeals,  amd,  un-
swervkng   deteI1-minatiOm   Whkch   ilS   tyPbftle,d  by   the
eacpresskon  t< AImeS  Fo1-eSte,rS.''
Im   tlvis   section   the   undeqogradluates   I,bve   again
those  high  spots  of  the  year~sununber  camp,  caJm-
pll,S  aCtkVktlieS,  atluletiCS,  WOrk  On  the  Annual,  For-
est,~y  Cbqtb,  q`kfZe  tealn, hOedOWn, TTebshea,  campfire.
Eel-e  are   0,I,I1-   SemiOl1~S,  Wl&Olm  We  are   SenClbng   this
s2J1`kng  into  th,e  field.   Here  are  solme  Of  Our  limStruC-
t-ors inn  other  c]eiJa1~tmentS : Title hJaVe  C6me to  respect
thelm  for  thei,-  abilities  amld  to  1,owe  tl`lem  for  theilr
peculka1-ktieS.
The  Ames Fo1`eSte]~  dleClbcaJteS this Part  Of  its  StOrtl
to  one  who,  lin  his  tlw-ee  qy,ears'   stdy   withJ  uS,  his
taucgh,i  us  so  rmtch,,  both  bn  and,  out  of  alasS;  hcl,s





books, his boots,  and his Biltmore stick ancl journey to his
native  state  of  Maine  to  take  over  the  headship  of  the  forestry
department at the State University.
Ames  foresters will  miss  Dwight  B.  Demeritt.  They will  miss
the  sight  of  his  good-matured  smile  and  his  keen,  forceful  eyes
as  he  explains  some  problem  in  forest  finance.   They  will  miss
the  sound  of  that  voice  with  the  New  Eng~land  drawl,  telling'
about his experiences as extension forester in Louisiana. or about
that large tract of inaccessible timberlancl that he owns; in penn-
sylvania.   They will miss the sig®ht of him beIlind lliS desk in 217
Ag  Hall,  with  a hundred papers  strewn  about  on  all  sicles  and
a  hundred  and  one things  to  do,  and  yet  never  too  busy to  ex-
plain an alignment chart to some thick-heacled  sophomore.  They
will  miss his loud,  hearty laugh,  brea,king  out  now  and  then  in
Forestry  Club.   They will  miss  his  stories  at  the  campfire.
But  most  of  all  Ames  Foresters  will  miss  a  sincel-e  friend,  a
[36]
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patient  counselor and g-uide,  and a fellow  forester.
It has taken Dwight B. Demeritt only three years to bind him-
self thus closely to this Department.   Before he  came to take  an
associate professorship  at  Iowa  State  he  held  a  similar  position
at the Pennsylvania  State  College.
He   commenced  his   forestry  training   at   the   University   of
Maine,  where  he  graduated  in  1922.   He  had  enrolled  there  in
the chemical engineering' course, but transferred to forestry clu1--
ing-  IliS  SOPhOmOre  year.   In  tile  Summer  Of  1920  he  had  his  first
practical  experience  in  forestry  work-cruising  timber  in  Can-
ada.  Although he was rated a junior in college the only study he
had  completed whicII Ilad  a bearing On this work Was the course
in  general  forestry;  in  spite  of  tIliS  handicap  he  Soon  became
proficient in the cruising business-wIliCh, in its broader form Of
mensuration, has remained his chief interest to the present time.
In  1923  Dwight  B.  Demeritt  took  his  M.  F.  degree  at  Yale.
WIlile  he  was  there  lie  made  the  acquaintance  Of  Herman  H.
Chapman;   their   friendship   continued   through   the   following
years,  and  in  1932  their  joint  book  on  mensuration  was  pub-
1ishecl.
Dwight B. Demeritt has Ilelcl positions of many different sorts.
He  has taught,  cruisecT  timber,  fought  blister  rust,  acted  as  ex-
ecutive  secretary  of  a  state  forestrv  association,  done  extension
foI~eStry  work,  and  been  a  COnSultaunt  forester.   He  says  that  he
likes best the sort of a position which  allows him to  teacIl in the
winter and get 'into tile field in tile Summer.
Dwigllt B.  Demeritt is a fine  example  of the  successful  blend-
ing- of the elements which are rough and those which  are refinecl
in the  forestry profession.   He is  equally in his  element plough-
ing-  through the  unclerbrush  with  an  axe  or persuading  influerl-
tial  society  folk  to  back  a  drive  for  the  planting  of  trees.   His
aclvice to young underg-raduate foresters is this :  t tBroaden your
viewpoint ; take an interest in other lines of endeavor ;  there are
many fields which are allied to forestry-learn about them.  Only
in tllat Way  Can you  reaCIl  tile  top. "
/,
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UPPER LEFT
FRED  C.  BATTELL~t < Bat ' '
Ame,s,  Iolwa.
Surmmer   Carmv.'
Quincy,  California,  192_9.
EacperkeTbCe .'
Government  scalar,   CI-ane  Cl-ee'k  Lumbar   Co.,   Modoc   National  For-eSt,
California,   '30.
ActbvitkeS.-
Forestry  Club,  foresters J  llOedOWI1.
CIoss  count1'y,   J28,   J29;   track,   J28,   '29,   '30,   J34;   orchest1'a,   J34;   agl-i-
cultural  council,   J33,   J34;   ag.  Glance  committee,   '33.
Alpha  Sigma  Phi.
Alpha  Phi  Omega,  Sigma  UpsiloI1.
LTPPER  R,IGHT
JACK BEYER-t tJack' '
Des  Moinc's,  Iowa.
Eacper'k,Once :
Queal  Lumber  Clo.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa,   '29,   J30,   J31.
Aotkvitbe8 .'
Forestry  Club.
Footballl,  '30,  '31,  '32,  J33;  basketball,  J30;  intramural  athletics;  inter-
fraternity  council,   J33,   J34.
Sigma  Nu.
LOIVER,  LEFT
SAMUEL L.  CAMPBELL-t t Barne.T 7 '
Eldo1®a,   Iowa.
Surmrmer  Camp .'
LaPine,  Oregon,  1931.
Ettperk\ence .-
Ne,braska  NatioIlal  Forest,  Halsey,  Neb1®aSka,   J32.
Actilvkte8.'
Forestry  Club:   cllef,   J32,   J33;   calnPfire,   J33;   Veisllea,   '33.
LOIVER  RIGHT
IJYLE  CHISIIOLM-I t CIliS J J
Gliclden,  Wiscolnsin.
Summer  Camp .'
Marion,  MoIltana,  1930.
Ecoperk,emce.'
Mellen  Lumber  C,o.,  Gliclden,  Wisconsin,   '20,   '21,   J22,   J23,   J25.
Kneeland  McLurg  LumbeI®  Co.,  Mo1-Se,  Wisconsin,   J24,   J28.
Northern  Woods  P1'OCluC'tS  Co.,  MarilleSCO,  Michigan,   '26,   J27,   J31.
Hjlmar  Kranz  antl  Co.,  GlitldeI1,  Wisconsill,   J29.
West  Lumber  Co.,  Lugerville,  Wisconsin,   '30.
Activi,t4le8.-
Forestry  Club:  President,   j34;  Veishea  open  IIOuSe,   '32.
Track,    J31,    J32,    J33;   cross   country,    '30,    '31,    J32,    J33;   social   chair-
man,  Upsilon  warcl,  32;  pI'eSident,  Kapl,a  ward,   J33,   J34.
Alpha  Zeta,  Varsity  ttI"  Club.
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UPPER LEFT
KEITH W.  DoRMAN-t t Speecl' '
Perry,  Iowa.
Sumrmer  Camp .-
Quincy,  Califomia,  1929.
Ecoperbemce .-
Imp,rovement,  Selway  Natiollal  Fo1|eSt,   '30 ;  ploOteCtO]l,   J31.





Pi  Epsilon  Pi.
UPPER RIGHT
LEWIS  I{.  FERGUSON-t t Ferg-y; J
Algo,na,  Iowa.
SummenI-  Camp .'
LaPine,  Oregon,  1931.
Actkvitke8.o
Forestry  Club;  Ames  Fo1-eSte1-:  atlVertiSing  lnanagel-,   J34 ;  Veisllea  Open
house,   ,31)   )32,   )33.
Secretary-treasure1®,  Delta  wal-cl,   J32,   J33.
LO\VER  LEFT
VV. L.  HATCH-t t Slicker' '
Dos  Moines,  Iowa.
Sumrmer  Camp .'
La`Pine,  Oregon,  1931.
Actkvtbe8.-
Forestry  Club,'  Forestloy  Club  1'ifle  team,   J34.
Assistant  basketball  manage'r,   J32,   J33;   senior  wloestling  mallage1',   J34.
Pi Kappa Alpha.
LOlhrER  RIGHT
JoIIN  W.  HuBBARD-''tnla"
Sioux  City,  Iowa.
Surmmer  Camp .'
LaPine,  Oregon,  1931.
Act,i,vitbeS.~
Forestry  Club;  Alnes  Foreste1' :  atlVertiSing  mallager,   '33,  business  mall-
ager,   J34,-Veishea  float,   '31,-Veishea,   J33.
Wrestling,   J31,-tennis,   '31,   J32.
Delta Sigma Phi.
Alpha  Phi  Omega.
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UPPER  LEFT
EvERETT  JENSEN-t tJens7 '
West  Branch,  Iowa.
Surmme1`  Calmlp .-
Hayden Lake,  Idaho,  1928.
Ecepelrk`erl,ce.-
Smokechaser,  Kootenai  Na.tional  Forest,  Montana,   '29.
Tomaha`wk  Kraft  Paper  Co.,  Wisconsin,  '30.
Wisconsin  Land  Econolmic  Inventory,   J30.
Planting  crew,  Pike  National  Forest,  Colorado,   J31.
Suppression  crew,  Shasta  Nationa.1  Forest,  California,   J31;  topogI-{lPhi{',
mapping  crew,   '32.
Visibility  mapping  crew,  Califor-Ilia  Forest  Experiment  Station,   J33.
Activk,±i,e8 .-
Fo1'eStI-y  Club:   president,   J32;   Forelsters'  rifle  club:   tl-easul'er,   J34.
Basketball,   '27,   '28.
UPPER  RIGHT
A.  F. LEHMANN-"Art"
St.  Charle,s,  Missouri.
Summer Camp .-
LaPine,  Oregon,  1931.
Activi,tbe8 .'
Forestry   Club:   secretary-treasurel®,   '33,   J34;   Alncs   Foreste1-:   a1't   edi-
tor,   '32,   J34;  Veishea  open  house,   '32,   J33.
LOVrER  LEFT
CLAIR  R.  MELVIN-I t Doc ' '
Parker,  South Dakota.
Summler  Calmp .'
Wenatchee,  Washington,  1933.
Ea;perklence .-
Constructio,n,   Selway  National   Fore,st,   J30;   collStruCtiOn   anCI   lookout,
}31.
Actkvi,`±ke8.-
Fo1~eStry   C'lub.
Theta Xi.
LOWER RIGHT
JACK  NEWVILLE-I t Jack' '
Algona,  Iowa.
Slum`mer  Carmp .'
Marion,  Montana,  1930.
Ettpe1-ke,LCe :
Trail  crew,  Nezperce  National  Forest,  Iclaho,  '31.
Acti,vil±b.e8.-
Forestry  Club :  see1-etary-tl-eaSureI',   '32,  plteSiClent,   J34;  Ames  Forester :
bu,siness  mama,ger,   J32,  Oil-culation  manager,   J33,   J34;  Forestel'sJ  rifle
club:   vice-president,   J33,   J34.
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UPPER  LEFT
H.  lV.  RICHMAN-"Hootch"
Lowden,  Iowa.
Summer  Camlp .`
La.Pine,  Oregon,  1931.
Actbvi,ti,es.-
Forestry  Club;   Fo,restry  Club  I-ifle  team,   '32,   '33,   J34.
UPPER  RIGHT
G.  M.  ScHROEDER-"Jerry"
Spirit  Lake,  Iowa.
Summer  Carmp .-
Munising,  Michigan,  1927.
E acpeTlb`emlCe .-
Jag.  Smith  Lumber  Co.,  Spirit  Lake,  Iowa,   J26.




Ba.sketball,   J25;   track,   J26,   '27;   intramural  athletics.
Ka`ppa  Sigma.
LOWER LEFT
GILBERT  STRADT-t t Gil ' '
Davenport,  Iowa.
Summer  Camp .-
Marion,  Montana,  1930.
E acperbeprLCe .'
Patrolman,  Santa  Barba1'a National Forest,  California,   '31 ;  clispatt'her,
J32;   experiment  and  imp1®OVement  work,   j32,   J33;   suppressio,n  fore-
man,  a.C.C.,   J33.
Acti,vitbeS .`
Fore,str-y  Club;  ForestersJ  Rifle  Club.
LOWER RIGHT
CI[ARLES H.  TusTISON-"Pete"
Yates  Ce-nter,  Kansas.
Summer  Ca`rmp :
LaPiIle,  Oregon,  1931.
Ecope,rbence.-
Davey  trele  surgeon,  Kansas,  Oklahoma,  Missouri,   J32.
Rodman,  Kansas,  J30.
Activities .-
Forestry  C'1ub;   Ames  Forester:   art  editor,   J33;   Forestel®sJ  Rifle  Club:
tre-asurel',  J33,  pro,sident,   J34;  Forostl-y  Club  rifle  team,   J34;  Veishea,
J32,   )33.
Football,  J30;  baseball,  '31;  military circus,  J33;  C"lege, rifle team,  J34.
Phi Delta Theta.
Sea.bbard  a,nd  Blade.
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Key to the Genus Senioribus
A.  F. LEHMANN,  '34
CHRISTIANS
Satclle1-like;   woods   experiellCe   limited   tO   1-ePl-OduCtiVe   Studies   in
Nol1_¥aOtrcthhelYi±oefs :                                                                                                    s.  I,egre,'¬'an,,fl
I.     Adds  luster  to  the  apple;   adept  wit`h  shol't-halltlled  stl-aw.
A.     Stralw  technique  beyond  reproach:                                           s.   7octtc7M'S
B.     Straw work  on the wane;  as  al milital-ist  advocates  Blitz
cloth  for  polishing :                                                                  s.   fat.9f,'6O,,CtS'
I.I.     Lack  of  intelligence  prollibitS  Suave  Straw  WOrk.
A.    Hardy  perennial.
1.      Fiddles:                                                                                                              s.   I,clftGZZc'Jj
2.     Fiddles,  but  not  on  a  fiddle,-   smokes  cigarette,s  if
you  have  one;  suffers  from  conk-rot :                 S.  sc7troct7crclf,I
B.    Annual.
1.      Possessed   of   blissful  innocellCe:                                S.   7D{6Z,I,¢7-a7G7,SJjS-
2.     Posseslsed   of  blissful  ignorance.
a.      Rough;   bea,vy-booted,   near   ho1'Se-like:         A9.   77tGZt,t-7it'COZcl
b.     Dainty:   a  lily  in  a  fish  mart:                             S.  c7oprrm¢%cw+act
BARBARIANS
Butt  taper  normal.
I.     Believes  creation  cellterS about  Milwaukee;  bl-oken-Clown  tie-
llaCk,   uncouth,   timber-bestial :                                                  S.   c7"-.97,oZ7m'¬,.S'
II.     Nevel'  heal-d  Of  Milwaukee.
A.     Chara`cterized  by  insane  o,utbursts   of  idiotic   laugIlter.
1.     Legs  muchly  turned   ove1®  beneath,a   feet   Snow-Shoe
like,  though  able  to  walk  througII  Park  StalldS  Of
yellow  pinc'  with  comparative   ease:                         S.   cc,77tZ,bG'ZZc7,.9
2.     Underpinning  norlna1;   stag-headet1;   besides  baI'ing
of  teeth,  evidences  no  a,ntagonism  toward  ass :   S.  rl{c7¬7mfl7tft'tJ
B.     Characterized  by  a,l1-knowing,  Madonna-like  smirks.
1.     Thinks  the  Almighty  go,t  all  his  ideas  for  Paradise
f1-Om   California,;   sometimes  weal-S  Civilian  clothes
for  as  long  as  tIlree  hours:                                            S.  8trC,C7tt'/oZ,a,I
2.     Thinks  the  Devil  got  all  his  ideas  fo1-  Hades  from
Idaho;   once  signed  for  a  special  problems  course
under   Skipper :                                                                                    S.  7lGtt;t;t'ZZ{c'71.9
Butt  swell  excessive.
I.     Face  usually  open;  deities  any  Ozarkian  ties;  sent  to  school
because,  he  was  the  only  one  in  town  with  a  pair  of
st+oess`.                                                                                                                      S.  Zehmannkca
II.     Face  usually  closed;  woods  experience  if  distributed  would
suffice for the senior class;  Clalifornia. Chamber  of  Commerce
delegate  to  Iowa:                                                                                            S.   jc7,SG7tOP7D2/ZZcb
Butt  swell  approaching  bread  basket  p1®OPO1-tiOnS;   COlle'cts  stamps,
coins,   fish,   old  cat  skins,   and   eye  teeth;   majors  in   EIlg-
+ish`.                                                                                                                  S.  fergu8Onatlia
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E         Seminars  of 1933-34LEVEN  oJclock  Friday  morning-seminar.But  this  particlllar  seminar  was  just  a  bit  different  from
other  Friday  mornings  at  eleven  o'clock.
It  was  the  first  seminar  of  the  fall  quarter;   preps  had  be-
come  sophomores,  the  s,econd  year  men  juniors,  and  the  juniors
had  cast  aside  their frivolity  to  assume  the  dignity  of men  who
wear the caps and g'owns.
There  were  many  conspicuous  absences  that  day  at  seminar.
Kowski was gone ; there would be no tales of packers and mules.
The  "I"  sweaters  with  the  gray  stripes  were  not  there;  Hess
and  Gibson had hung up  their  cardinal tights for the  last  time.
In  front  of  the  room  were  the  preps,  wondering  what  this
seminar  busines.s  was  all  about :  some  small  fellows,  some  burly
ones,  too.
Greetings,  Erasers,  and  Songs"IIi,  pal,  how7s  thingsJ?"  as  a  senior  brushed  past  to  grab
the  outstretched  hallo  Of  his  ClaS`Smate.   "What  you  been  doing
all  summer?"   Good  matured  cracks  and  erasers  flew  back  and
forth  across  the  room  as  old  acquaintanceships  were  renewed.
Some  of those  tanI]ed  faces Were  Sad  aS  thoughts  Of  that  swell
summer  floated  through  the  minds  of  their  owners.   Jobs  were
left  behind;  life  in  the  open  where  the  seats  are  logs  with  no
back  rests  that  twist  the  spine  and  with  no  arm  res,ts  to  write
on  during  exams  was  hard  to  leave.   And,  too,  there  was  that
blonde.
"Boy,  you  should  halve  been  at  Summer  Camp.   Did  we  have
a keen time out at Wenatchee I   The water in the lake was coldel~
than  h               the  first  part  of  the  summer  and  the  mosquitoes
bigger  than  cows.    Old  IIans  over  there  1-Ode  his  motor   Cycle
out,  and  did  he  ever  take  a  beating!    I'll  bet  we  lost  him  15
times. ) )
Prof  Larsen  walked  to  his  usual  seat  by  the  window;   the
battle,  preps  versus  sophomores,  suddenly  ceased,  most  of  the
ammunition  having  been  shot  out  the  window  anyway.   A  few
minutes later  Profs  Horning  and  Demeritt  strode  in,  and  sem-
inar  officially  got  under  way."Down under the hill,  there is a little  stil1~'7
Not  sweet,  but loud ;  the  old gang was  together  again.   Smiles
lit  those  faces which  a  minute  before  had  been  gazing  forlornly
toward the West.   The  Ames  forester  spirit  at  its  heig'ht  and  at
its best was here.
[47]
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"Oh,   the   Foresters,   the   Foresters,   with   dirt   behind   their
ears-))
The  school  year  of  1933-34  took  off  to  a  flying  s,tart.
Jobs
Fall  quarter  moved  onward;  more  Friday  mornings  passed.
In  time  word  of  the  alums  drifted  back  to  the  second  floor
of  Ag  Hall;  Emergency  Conservation  Work  had  absorbed  most
of the  class  of  J33  and  the  alums  of  the  past  three  classes  who
had  been  doing  nothing  since  their  graduation.
Before  many  weeks  pas,sed  Gil  Stradt  told  about  the  control
of fire and the preservation of the California watershed ; Everett
Jensen  recounted  his,  experiences  mapping  in  Washington  and
California.   Marsh  ThayeI',  WOrking  the  Past  Summer  in  Yellow-
stone,  with  g-estures  and  diagrams  extracted  and  hatched  fish
eg'gS.
ThebT  thOulghi8  turTLed  back  tO  forest  8Cene8.
Fergy  slept,   Brownfield  munched  a  cancly  bar,   and  Jerry
ScllrOeder  Was  among  those  absent.
Someone  in  the  Visual  Instruction  Department  got  himself
slightly  mixed  and  sent  Prof  Horning  the  same  films  on  suc-
ceeding Fridays, but that was all right ; the fellows who had slept
the first time woke up to see the show and the foresters who had
seen it the first time took their 40 winks.
AI  Lantzky  and  IJeOnard  Wiehn  are  still  looking  forward  to
a  big  event  in  seminar.   Someone  told  them  Prof  Horning  had
arranged  to  have  Tom  Mix  and  Greta  Garbo  on  the  same  pro-
gram.
The  sophomores took  Chem  502 ;  some  passed  and  others  just
gave up.  The juniors struggled with silviculture and journalism,
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and  the seniors  moaned  about  ecology.
Campfire
Lyle  Chisholm,  president  of  the  Forestry  Club,  announced
the  campfire;  Jack  Newville  sold  Foresters;  Johnny  Hubbard
reminded  tlhe  boys  that  Christmas  was  not  far  away  and  that
they should buy cards of wood early.
Then the campfire rolled around and the usual baseball game
with  seniors  against  all comers  with  Doc  Sass  acting  as  umpire
preceded  the  feast  of  buns  and  dogs,  washed  down  by  typical
foresters'  coffee,  strong  enough  to  stand  by  itself.
After  the  dogs  had  gone  tile  Way  Of  all  dogs,  the  Program
around  the  fire  led  I,y  Doc  Sass  and  Prof  Demeritt  developed
into a general session with these two august instructors carrying
the  conversation into  channels some  good  and  some not  so  good.
On  the  Gridiron
The  football  seasorl  progressed,  and  reports  of  forester  ath-
letes  floated  into  room  208  every  Friday  morning.   Jack  Beyer,
both  literally  and  figuratively,  held  down  the  middle   of  the
Cyclone  line  as varsity  center.   He  did  Herculean  duty  against
Iowa,  though  suffering  from  an  ankle  which  threatened  to  give
out  at  any  moment.    Howard   IIarlan,   who   practiced   rolling
clown mountains all summer, returned to the gridiron and rolled
up  scores  against  other  Big  Six  schools.   IIis  outstanding  work
of the year was against Oklahoma, when sports writers conceded
him  to  be  the  outstanding  Cyclone  on  the  field.
Lyle   Chisho]m  was   a,  member   of   the   Iowa   State   two-mile
team for the third year, and Howard Thompson won his numeral
in  prep  football.    He  hopes  to  compete  next  fall  with  Coach
Veenker's  varsity  team.
Those who looked closely from their seats in  State Field could
identify  Kenny  Compton,  Leslie  Rlabik  and  "Pink"  O'Neil  as
forester  members  of  the  band  as  it  marched  up  and  down  the
grid during the halves  of the  games.
Hoedown
When winter quarter rolled  around,  many foresters took  jobs
with  the  C.W.A.  mapping  Iowa's forest  and  waste  land.    Semi-
nars  were  marked  by  more  absences;  sophomores  and  juniors
were hardest hit by the loss frt,m their ranks.
The  gang  carried  on,  however,  and  the  first  event  of  note  to
be discussed in seminar by { t Prexy J ' Chisholm was the Hoedown.
Plans  were  laid  to  make  this  year's  dance  the  best  in  history.
and  on  Jam.  27  the  event  was  staged.    Bolots  with  hobs  were
barred  and  beer,  too,  slightly  repressing  the  forestersJ  instinct
for  no,ise,  but  nevertheless  the  evening  produced  the  best  Hoe-
down  ever.    Ray  Phillips  danced  all  night,   and  Jack  Rhody
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sang  "Frankie  and  Johnnie."
Athletics
With  the  advent  of  tile  Winter  Season  ll-reStling  really  Came
into  its  own,  and  af;  usual,  the  foresters  dominated  the  team.
J\:'[arShall   (Iron  Marl)   Thayer  filled  the  shoes  of  Bob  IIess  to
the  completle  satisfaction  of  evervone.   Employing`  much  of  the
whiI'lWind  Style  Of  IIesls,   Thayei  l`-on  most  of  his  matches  in
the  175-pound  class.   Gail  Thomas  also  macle  the  team,  having
wrestled  much  of  the  season  as  the  Iowa  State  representative
in  the  145-pound  di\'ision.
Keith  Cranston  arid  Clyde  Hoover  wrestled  in  several  meets,
but were not quite slufficie-ntly developed to  win letters.   wyman
Maulsby  made  a  strong  bid  for  the  I_55-pound  assignment,  and
Ed  VandenOever  grappled  all  season   in  the   135-pound   class.
Amos  SmelseI',   George  Wilhelm  ancl  Ray  Phillips  were   other
candidates who  looked  good  throughout  the  season.
The  first  year  men  turned  out  in  numbers  for  the  team  and
made  a  splendid  showing.    Francis  Buck  and  Wilson   Cheney
were the best freshman grunt and groan artists.
The foresters even had their own senior manager on the team :
ttLuther7J  Hatch.
But wrestling was not the only sport which attracted fores,ters
as  its  devotees.    John  Bosshart  was  a  member  of  the  varsity
basketball  squall.    Jules   Renaud   and   Lyle   Chisholm   are   the
track  stars.
Swede  Carlson  is  working  out  for  the  varsity  baseball  team
and  ranks  as  the  leadingr  TJitCher  On  Coach  MenzeJs  nine.    Jim
Perry is out  for  the  catching position  on  the  team.   AI  Lantzky
has made several trips with the poloists.
Of  the  fret+;hmen,  Bill  Follen,  Bill  Nessel  and  Hutq'o  Werner
are  out  for  the  track  team,  Max  Gutshall  and  Waiter  Smith
play  first  year  polo  and  Clarence  Kinkor  is  one  of  Coach  Dau-
bert's  prep  swimmers.
Forestry   Club
Foresters  organized  a  club  basketball  team  which  played  like
teams  from  other  departments.   They  T\-On  most  Of  their  games.
Donald  Cox  actecl  as  player-manager  of  the  team.    If  present
plans  of  the  Intramural  Office  matel-ialize,  the  competition  will
become  a  permanent  feature  of  the  Forestry  Club.
At  the  end  of  the  winter  quarter  the  Forestry  Club  elected
Jack   Newville   to   replace   Lyle   Chisholm   as   president.    Don
Hodges  was  elected  vice-president  and  Ray  Phillips  was  chosen
secretary-treasurer  o±'  the  orgalliZatiOn.    Stanley  Hurd  was  to
have been  president  of  the  Club,  but he  didn't  return  to  school
in  the  fall.   Chisholm  took  over  the  gavel  in  his  absence,  and
Art  Lehmann  filled  the  post  of  secretary-treasurer.
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Another  Forestry  Club  activity  o£  the  past  year  to  attract
much  attention  and  interest  from  foresters  was  the  Rifle  Club.
Pete  Tustison  acted  as  coach  and  president  of  the  organization,
Everett  J-ensen  treasurer,  and  Hans  Milius  secretary.
Practice  was held  every  Wednesday  evening,  using  the  R.  O.
T.  C.  rifles  and  range.
Prof  Demeritt  stiirtled  the   assemblage   at  s`eminar  one   day
by  announcing  that  he  would  take  all  comers  in  a  rifle  match,
and  what7s  more,  he  made  good  his  threat.   But  the  team  kept
right  on  practicing  in  an  effort  to  cover  their  embarrassment
by  beating  some  of  tile  Other  forestry  SChOOIS  thrOug`hOut   the
country.
The  team,  Pete  Tustison,  Jack  Newville,  Luther  Hatch,  Bob
I-Iutchinson,  Richard  Campbell  and  Gail  Thomas,  participated
in  four matches,  but,  the  foresters  had  hard  luck  in  telegraphic
matches and lost tllem all.  Universities of Montana, Washington,
'l.    .    .    made   a   8trOrLg   bbd   for   the   155-poum,a
a88ign,ment."
Maine,  and  California  counted  victories  over  the  Club  team.
Outside  Activities
Tom  I-Iurt  participated  in  several  varsity  debates  and  is  a
member of the  Iowa  State  Players.   He  is  also  a  member of  Phi
Sigma,  honorary  debating  fratemity.
Otho  Johnson  and  Wayne  Lewislon  were  forester  members  of
the  Glee  Club,  goin`g  to  Chicago  with  the  club  tour  this  spring.
Kenny  Compton  accompanied  the  Glee  Club  this  spring to  give
a  series  of  flute  solos  during  the  concerts.
Verle  Johnson,  Paul  Muller  and  Tom  McLintock  represented
foresters  on  publications,  taking  part  in  the  activities  of  the
Iowa  State  Student,  the  Bomb,  and  Green  Gander.    Johnson,
McLintock,  and Muller were  all on the  Student,  Johnson  on  the
Gl~een  Gander,  and McLintock  on the  Bomb  staff.
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John  Stapleton  was  the  sophomore   class  treasurer   for  the
past year.
Paul  Libby,  Ray  Phillips  and  Nelson  Schlemmer  were  mem-
bers of the  College  Cos,sa,cks,  dare-devil  rider-S  Supreme.   During
the  Military  Circus  and  Veishea  they  hold  exhibitions.
Alpha  Phi  Omega,  honorary  scouting`  fraternity,  boasts  for
its   members,   John   Hubbard,   president   of   the   org'anization,
Paul Nissen, and Fred Battell.
Throughout the winter Prof Horning encouragled  all foresters
to  enter  the  Pack  Prize  Essay  contest  and  follow  the  example
of  Russ  Getty,  Amos  Smelser,  Stanlev  Hurd,  and  Hans  Milius,
who  won  prizes  last  year.   A  good  nilmber  Of  entries  Were  re-
corded  in  this  year's  contest,  but  the  results  are  not  known
until  Honor's  Day.
Summer  Jobs  Again
Toward  the  end  of  winter  quarter  thoug`hts  of  all  foresters
again  turned  to  the  woods.   Jobs  and  summer  camp  filled  the
discussion  of  one  day's  seminar.
Prof  Larsen  opened  the  summer  plans  bv  announcing  that
a/
several  jobs  would  be  available  in  the  nursery  for  the  coming
summer.   Then  Prof  Horning  countered  and  raised  him  one  by
announcing  that  foresters  interested  in  some  practical  experi-
ence would this year be permitted to join the C.C.C. for the three
months  of  summer  vacation.    About   30  applications  were  re-
ceived  for  the  jobs;  undergraduate  foresters  will  this  summer
become a part of the recovery protgram.
Juniors  and  seniors  were  dismissed,  and  those  interested  in
summer camp listened to an explanation  of the  1934 camp.
It  was an  attractive  picture,  that  one  painted  by  Prof  Horn-
ing as he verbally laid plans for the summer :  t t The largest tract
of  virgin  timber  in  the  United  States  .  .  .  llear  the  Sea  .   .  .  aS
far away as we could be and still stav in this country  .  .  .  across~
the  strait  from  Vancouver  Island."    Those  \\-e1'e  his  words  aS
he  described  the  summer  in  the   Olylnpic  Peninsula  on  Lake
Crescent.
Eyes   brightened,   hearts   beat   faster   ll-ith   thoughts   of   the
summer  in  the  woods.   To  leave  behind  classes  and  books,  live
under  the  firs:  That  would  be  perfect.   Freshmen  ceased  to  be
those fellows who sat in the front of the room :  They were forest-
erg now-Ames  Foresters.
Next  year  they  will  be  retllrni]lg  not  as  the  new  men  of  last
fall,  knowing  no  one,  but  as  the  foresters  l\-ho  have  friends  in
the  seminar  room.   They  too  will  tjo'reet  their  buddies  and  sing,"Down  under  the  hill-."
t*     3!     3!
W               B. J. FirkinsHAT  forester doesn7t  know that little man with the wrest-1er's build called ttBugs?''
"Professor B. J.  Firkins of the  Soils Department" is his full
title, though its owner does not  recoglnize the  "Professor"  part.
Perhaps at the beginning  of a  quarter some  freshman studying
under "Bugs" Firkins will make a bad blunder :
t{Professor, 77 he will ask,  holding up his hand,  t{what is -? ''
"Never mind that professor stuff,"  will  come  the  smiling  re-
tort ;  "just call me  tBug-s.J  "
"Bugs"  teaches  two  soils  courses  to  foresters.   He  considers
himself a member of the  Forestry Department  as well  as of his
own,  and he is-by unanimous acclaim.
His classes are interesting from various angles.   He is a brisk,
tIIOrOugh lecturer, and Student,S must keep  On their toes. t {Bugs' J
is also fond of discovering how much his class understands about
current  events.   If  they  don't  know  what  the  Iowa  Legislature
has  done  the  day  previous,  or  what  happened  on  the  stock  ex-
change, or who is playing whom in football, he will stop  and tell
tllem about it.
"WeJre  learning  soils  in  tlliS  course,"  Says  "Bugs,"  "but
we're  getting  a little  education  along with  it."
3¬       3!       3¬
M                J. S.  DoddsEETING Prof.  Jo1111  S.  Dodds of the  Civil  Engineering De-partment you wouldn't  think that  he  could  ever be  serious
enough  to  fill  a  public  office.    He  is  a  rather  large,  jovial  mall
with  a  humorous  outlook  on  life.    His  fund  of  ready  wit  and
glenial  good  nature  places  him  in  great  demand  as  a  master  of
ceremonies and speaker at many campus  activities and  national
engineering conventions.
In spite of his intense interest in engineering, Professor Dodds
likes  the  forestry  students  whom  he  has  in  surveying  classes.
{tl believe they are more like the engineers than any of the other
ags," lie  Says,  With  a  twinkle  in  his  eye.
He  treats  freshmen  and  other  s1,udents  with  sucll  a  leisurely
and  disarming  air  that  they  are  immediately  drawn  into  his
confidence  and  friendship.    After  a  day  in  one  of  his  classes
students address him as ttJack. ''
[53]
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Explaining   the   construction   of   a   transit   to   his   stuclents,
t tJack' ' Dodds will very solemnly tell IIOW t ttIliS little IliCkey goes
through this gadget into that do-wllaCkey. "
Professor  Dodds  is  kept  very busy  outside  of  school  with  his
many other offices.    He is a member of tile State Board of Engi-
neering  Examiners,  secretary  of  the  Iowa  Eng,ineeringl  Society,
and  director  of the  Iowa  State  civil  engineering  summer  camp
at  Rainy  Lake,  Minn.    He  has  been  on  tile  City  Council  for
the last six years and holds  many  otller  eng-ineering  and  Public
offices.
Professor  Dodds  refers  to  IliS  many  Public  offices  as  his  llOb-
bies.    "I  could  quit  work  at  4  o7clock  every  afternoon  and  g'o
to  bed.    But  Itd  rather  do  these  other  tlling`S-they  are  mO1'e
fun.))
3e      3f      3!
O              J.  M. AikmanNE  section  of  a  key  to  the  personalities  of  the  Botany  De-partment  might  run  something  like  t,IliS :  Man;  hair  curl}T,
blond ;  Dendrologist ;  Ecologist ;  jovial  Scotsman :  J.  fl4.  Ao-fo77,C",.
All  these  characteristics  identify  "Doc"  just  as  his  own  an-
alysis  of  the  specimen  before  llim  Pigeon-holes  that  particula1~
plant  in  the  correct  category  of  botanical  classification.
He is a staunch believer in the principle that botanical  stuclv
can best be done by the making of keys t,o species,  and this poin®t
is  one  which  causes  some  forestry  students  to  pin  uncompli-
mentary,  unprintable  phr-ases  behind  his  name.   A  quarter  in
one of "Doc's" classes is a succession of keys to everything that
grows, but "Doc" sees their merit, even if many of the foresters-
to-be  cannot.
"Doc"  in  private  life  is  married,  has  two  children,  smokes
more nickel cigars  (he is a  Scotsman,  you know)  t,ham any ot11el`
member  of the  faculty,  is  a  scout  master,  and  is  faculty  repre-
sentative on the  Cardinal  Guild.
"Doc's"  secret  pride  is  his  Ford.   In  his  V-8,  fortifiecl  with
cigars,  he tears down the highway  "about  45,"  admiring plant
specimens on either side.   He scarcely ever watches the roac1.
His  pet  peeve  is  smoking  on  the  campus.   "Just  wait,  boys,
until we get in North Woods," says "Doc,"  racing  along  about
50~yards  ahead  of  ever-yOne,  "and  I'll  IlaVe  One  With  you."   In
the  protective  shelter  of  North  Woods  "Doc"  produces  his  fa-
vorite stogy and surrounds himself antl tile  Choking  Class Witll  a
fogl  of smoke  rivaling the  Tillamook  Burn.
I
3!      t*      J¬
H               J. E.  GuthrieIS office is far down at the west end of the old Science Build-in,g-"J.  E.  Guthrie"  lettered  discreetly  in  one  corner  of
the  door  panel.     And  inside  is  a  ±'earful  and  wonderful  con-
glomeration  of specimens  representing  every  conceivable  branch
of the animal kingdom.   Literally he is wrapped up  in his w-ork.
t t Serious, kindly, professional, a typical scientist, Jj we thought
at  first,  "and  lacking  in  any  sense  of  humor,"  we  added.    We
found the first part  of  our estimate  correct  as we went through
labs  and lectures with  Dr.  GutIlrie.    We  noticed  his  thoughtful
manner  of  speakingl;  we  observed  his  willinglness  to  help  when
we  ran  aground;  we  saw  how  completely  eng'rossed  he  was  in
what  he  was  teaching.    And  we  noticed  something  else:  a  dry,
subtle,  very  quiet  sense  of humor  which  had  a  way  of  popping
out at unexpected places, then vanishing without leavingl a trace.
A bit bewildering at first  because it was  so  sudden,  it  soon  con-
vinced us that we had judgecl him too quickly on one score.    His
quiet quips dropped along the way have given us many a chuckle.
But he has a complex.    One day early in the quarter we were
s+udying the structure of some microscopic organism which close-
ly resembled the bacteria which we had studied  in botany.   Our
neig'hbor  ran  into  some  difficulty  and  asked  for  an  explanation.
During'  the  course  of  the  discussion  he  unfortlmately  referred
to  the  minute  organism  as  a  plant.    Dr.  Guthrie's  eyes  lighted
st,rang`ely  for  an  instant  as,  quick  as  a  flash,  came  that  well-
known retort: "They7re not plants; theyJre animals."   .   .   .   Yes
-a typical zoologist.
3!      3!      3£
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J.  E.  Sass
{tIOa¥y¥,Pi¥¬hEeNwEayStAh%ScJatPaF;g:;J o4sIS:S:aanSt:treofleiss::rthoef Eoatn-
known to foresters as "Doc" Sass, or better still as just "Doc."
This little, bespectacled man knows every forester on the cam-
pus by his first name through his class in general botany.
Hurrying from his botany class of preps to his work in the slide
room, "Doc" hails the first forester he sees on the stairs with his
now famous, ttGod, but they're dumb tIliS year.  Even worse than
last I  I thought you guys were the dumbest outfit ever assembled,
but  I  guess  not!7J
Then he leafs through  the  sheaf  of exam  papers in his hand,
exposing many D's, EJs, and F's.  "Now take this one," he says,
exposing  another  F;  "she's  a  beautiful  girl;  and  this  one-he
will never amount to anything.   He should be taking' Home Eco-
nOmlCS. ))
The  fall  hunting  season  is  hard  on  the  morale  of  "Doc's"
classes.   There  are  so  many  days  when  the  instructor  is  absent
that the freshmen begin to  doubt  if they have  a teacher.  Some-
one usually  catches on,  and  when he  asks  to  go  out  banging  at
pheasants too, "Doc'' says, "No ; I won't excuse you to go hunt-
ing.   Just make sure that I don't run into you in the country.''
t tDoc'' really knows his botany.
3f      3I      3f
The prof he rave and tear he Ilair ;
The studes he sleep and sleep and stare.
The  prof he howl  out,  {{H2O !''
The studes he tank it look like snow.
The prof he tell one funny yoke ;
The studes he wish he had a smoke.
The prof he  get fine big  disgust;
The studes he plan one fine beer bust.
The profhe shout, t{By  God, Exam!JJ
The studes he merely mutter, ttDamn. ''
3I      j¬      e¬
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1Chronicles of the  J33  Summer
Camp
HANS  MILIUS
And  it  came  to  pass  that  MacDonald  spake  unto  Horning:
Get thee hence and gather thine flock; yea,  for great distinc-
tion and happiness are to fall upon you.
And  the  flock  was  gathered  and  came  forth:  the  proud  and
overbearing  Seniorites, the  calm and brave Juniorites,  and  even
the meek  and  gentle  Sophomorites.    But  the  Sophomorites  out-
numbered them all.   And Horning spake unto them : Many and
difficult are the tasks before us.   Our  enemies are many,  and we
are few.    Before us lie unmeasured deserts;  yea,  untold  discom-
forts are in store.    Wherefore,  he spake,  let  any man  t,urn back
and go to his own house if he so desireth.
But  a  great  murmur  arose  among  the  flock  and  they  cried:
Have we not given you testimony of our strength  and courage?
Why dost thou doubt us?
And Horning was glad in his heart and he  spake unto them :
Gird your loins with sackcloth and drive your chariots for three
days and three nights into the setting sun.    You shall  cross the
plains  and  the  g`reat  mountains;  you  shall  be  harrassed  on  the
way  and  sorely  tried;  great  misfortune  shall  befall  you.    But
on the nineteenth day in the sixth month you shall make camp on
the shores of the lake called Wenatchee in the land of the Wash-
ingtonites.
And it came to pass that on that day a great multitude gath-
ered  on  the  shore  of  the  lake  Wenatchee,  which  means  Lake  of
tile Insects.
2And moreover  the  skill  and  the  wisdom  of the  leaders  weregreat.
For there was Horning,  skilled in the snaring of the wily fish
and  in  providing  substance  for  the  store  house;  great  also  was
his  wisdom  in  council  with  the  Washingtonites.    And  the  flock
would  gather around  him  and  he  would  shower  upon  them  his
knowledge  of  felling the  tree  of the  woodland  and  even  of  the
working of the sawmill.
And there was the strong Larsen, son of the mighty Lars. None
could stand before his powerful axe, guardian of the tented town.
[57]
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For  it  later  came  to  pass  that  a  g-reat  gatherint,o'  of  the  women
of  the  Washingtonites  fell  upon  the  tents  ancl  cried:  Give  us
Chisholm  and  Dilworth;  for  we  long  for  their  caresses.     Ancl
Chisholm and Dilworth hid themselves in terror. But the mighty
Larsen went forth and the women fled before  him like  chaff bl`-
fore the whirlwind.    Yea,  even at the campfire he would sing to
lliS  flock  and  make  them  tO  forget  tlleir  hardships.     And  the
flowers  and  trees  of the fields  would  speak to  him  and  he  knew
their  language,  and  the  paths  of  the  wilderness  held  no  fear
for him.
And  there  was  Chisholm,  keeper  of  the  storehouse,  provicler
for  the  hungler  of  men.    Curly  of  hai1~  and  fair  Of  face,  he  Cast
These  Wlere  the  fatlower8  Of  Horn,king.
eyes  upon  the  women  of  the  Washingtonites-yea,  even  mull,i-
tudes  of  the  women  fell  for  him.    And  the  flock  were  angerec1,
and they rose in wrath and cried :  Cast him upon the water.   But
tIley Were afraid.
And  on  the  second  day  Horning  gathered  his  flock  and  he
spake :
Set  the  center  stake  and  spread  the  tent  cloth,  for  this  place
seems  good  to  mine  eyes.    And  he  broke  the  ground  with  Ills
staff  where  they  set  the  first  stake.    And  they  prepared  them-
selves a great Chamber, and Stretched tile Walls and the roof With
finest  cloth.    And  they  took  wood  from  the  fir  tree  and  made
themselves a g'reat table and long benches  and placed them  into
tIle tent Wherein they Should Partake Of the food Offerings.
And  moreover  they  built  other  tents,   seven  in  number,  to
protect  the flock  from the  sun  and  rain  and  from  the beasts  of
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the  field.    But  it  came  to  pass  that  an  host  of  mosquitoes  fell
upon them during' the quiet  of tile  nig-lit,  and  their spirits Were
sorely tried.
4  £anudghtieas=, ¥ne:en::aes.followers  of  Horning :   GI'au,   E±'nor,And  it  came  to  pass  that  Chisholm
spake unto Baughman : Let us take your chariot and goo into the
town which is named with the name of Leavenworth,  for I have
fair  counsel:  The  Washingtonites  are  about  to  partake  of  thl|
feast  of  the  fourth  day  of  the  sevent,h  month;  when  they  have
fallen  asleep,  heavy  with  wine,  we  shall  make  away  with  t11ei1-
women.   Ancl  so  it  happened  that  they  followed  this  evil  coun-
sel  and  fell  upon  the  city  of  Leavenworth.    And  by  chance  it
came to the ears of their captain Horning and by token he gatl1-
ered  the  men  on  the  following  day  and  led  them  to  the  top  of
the mountain to be purified by their own sweat.
And there were  Smelser,  Harlan,  Wiehn,  and Rhody;  famous
they  were  among'  the  flock.    Their  songs  lightened  the  burdens
of  sorrow  from  the  shoulders  of  the  weary  flock.    Well  versed
they were  in the laying  of lines  and in measuring  the  distance.
But it came to pass that the  colcl winds made them many great
discomforts  and they  cried :  Let us make  a fire  to  keep  us  from
freezing.    And  they  gatherecl  boughs  from  the  pine  tree  ancl
kindled a friendly flame and happiness was in their hearts.    But
even tIlen did a spark leap tO the Wall of their tent and burn it.
Their  sorrow  was  g'reat,  and  the  fear  of  Larsen  was  in  them,
and Larsen had no pity upon them.
And there was Milius ; far from the throngs of the multitude,
deep ran his thoughts.
And  there  were  McElhinney,  Holscher,  Lantzky,  and  Comp-
ton :  men  of mighty voice ;  yea,  even  their  neighbors  hearkenecl
unto them through the dark hours of the night.   Wherefore Lar-
sen  rose  in  wrath  and  chastised  them  to  their  grief.    And  it
came to pass that they were following the line and they came to
the shores of the Lake which abounds in fish.    And McElhinnev
spake  to  his  companions :  Let  us  rest  our  legs  and  exercise  ouur
minds, and lo, they saved themselves much labor.
And besides these there were in the flock Phillips, Mehlin, Mel-
vim,  and  Perry,  mighty  men  witlh  the  fish  nets.   Manyfold  was
their prey and tasty to the palates of their  fellows.    They were
first  to  greet  the  rising  sun,  never tiring  of  the  journey  to  the
far  Wenatchee.     Great  was  their  knowledge   of  the  ways   of
nature.    For when  Mehlin  returned  from  runnintg  the  line,  lo:
The lake had risen forty feet toward tIle heavens.
And moreover there were Gibson, Dilworth, Ceci1, and Hodtc3reS ;
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strong  IluntSmen  and  llOrSemen  Were  they,  Sinewy  Of  body  and
fair  o±'  countenance,   favorites   of  the   women,   ±'riends   of  the
spirits, helpers of mankind, fearless and untiring.
And these were the flock.   Many brave deeds they accomplish-
ed ; many marvelous sights did they see ;  and much  good counsel
were they given.
5And on the third day Horning spake :  Let  us  gird  our loinsto  be  reviewed  by  tile  Chie±'S  oil  the  Washingtonites.    And  it
came  to  pass  that  for  three  days  they  were  weighed  by  these
chiefs, and the chaff was divided from the grain.   And the names
of the chiefs were Gilbert Brown, the noblest of them,  and Elof-
son and Putnam, next in rank.
And  it  came  to  pass  that  on  the  seventh  day  of  the  seventll
month  Elofson  betook  himself  to  the  camp  of  the  flock  from
Iowa and  he  spake unto them :  Thou  shalt  not  destroy  the  pas-
uL\¢:t#JREERE`rl::'.i=`
E±=i±=IIIIIIIIIIB!
t I Let  u8  mcke  a fire  tO ICeeP  us  flrOm  freeZin,g.' I
tures of the land and thou shalt not violate the trust placed up-
on  you.    And  he  led  the  flock  to  the  top  of  the  mountain  and
showed them the land and his mouth was full of wisdom.
And it came to pass that on the eighteenth day of the seventh
month  Horning  led  his  flock  to  see  the  felling  of  the  trees  of
the  pine woods and to hear the  singing of the  sawmill near  the
town  called  Peshastin.    And  great  was  the  wonder  among  the
flock.
And  it  came  to  pass  that  they  gathered  on  the  twenty-fifth
day  of the  seventh  month  and  drove  their  chariots  toward  the
falls of the Snoqualmie.   And it was there that great revelations
were made to them by the  chiefs  of the Weyerhauserites.    And
they  were  shown  the  felling  of  the  majestic  fir  tree  and  even
the  ancient  cedar,  the  craft  of  the  men  of  the  woods,  and  the
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employment of their tools.    Yea, even on the long log train they
rode,  and  great  was  their  astonishment.    They  were  shown  the
work halls of the great sawmill, the spinning and whirling head-
saws, the screeching edgers, the many-sawed trimmers,  and even
the heated  dry kiln.    And their marvel knew no  end.    And the
names of the chiefs of the Weyerhauserites were  OJNei1,  Fisher,
and Wah1.
And  then  it  came  to  pass  that  Larsen  lifted  his  voice  and
spake :
The time has come to foregather under the shade of the green-
wood  trees where  the  woodline  twineth  and  the  sawmill  singeth
not.
And tile flock took uP  their goods and followed their  captain,
and this was the eighth day of the eighth month.   And Larsen7s
eye fell upon a goodly  spot  on the banks  of the  river known  as
Chiwawa,   and  he  spake  to  his  men  also:   Behold,   this  place
pleaseth  mine  eyes;  for  the  trees  grow  tall  and  dense  and  the
underbrush is thick ; yea,  even the hillsides are steep.
And  for five  days the flock  ran  lines  and  measured  the  land,
counted  the   trees   and   passed   judgment   upon   them.     Many
leagues they walked through the thicket, and the thorns tore their
clothes into rags.    Thirst parched their throats,  and in the night
host,s of bloodthirsty mosquitoes descended upon them.    But the
flock were patient and strong.
7And it came to pass that the time had come to go out amongthe Washingtonites and see the work of their hands and the
cause  of  their  fame.    And  Horning  spake  unto  the  flock:  Fold
the tent cloth lightly and bind it with stout cord, for even today
it  shall be taken hence.  And the flock wept from happiness,  for
soon  they  should  taste  the  joys  of  the  homeland.    Busily  they
folded  tile  goods,  and  gaily  they  bound  them,  ready  for  next
year's   use.     And   sage   Horning   encouraged   them   with   wise
words, and this came about on the seventeenth day of the eighth
month.
And on tile next day they mounted their Chariots and  Set  Out
for  the  citv  of  Everett.   TIlere  great  enlightenment  Came  unto
them,  for  ethey  were  shown  the  Everett  Pulp  and  Paper  Mill
and  even the  Walton veneer plant.   And  their  hearts  were  full
of joy.
Farther  they  journeyed,   until  they  came  to  the  Halls  of
Learning  of  the  Washingtonites  in  the   city  of   Seattle;   and
Jeffers,  chief  of  the  Bearers  of  Trees,  welcomed  them  into  his
sacred halls ; the men cleansed their bodies, put on new raiment,
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ancl  rejoiced;  and  thus  ended  tile  first  day.   And  for  two  days
the  flock  were  shown  tile  Seattle  Cedar  Lumber  Company,  and
even  tile  Coleman  Creosote  Plant;  and  theil-minds  were  open.
But on the twentieth day they g'athered in tile forest given unto
the Washingtonites by the generous Pack.   Ancl for many hours
chief Jeffers showed them the land  and  spake words  of wisdom.
And  atcjo'ain  the  flock  mountecl  their  chariots  and  traveled  un-
til  darkness  overtook them;  ancl  they  gathered  for the  night  at
t,he foot of the snowcapped Mount Ranier, and for two days they
wandered about  its  endless vastness,  and  g`reat  was their  mirth.
But  on  the  twenty-second  day  the  men  were  gathered  in  the
city of Tacoma and were shown the  Ernest Dolge Mill  and  even
the   Gange   Mill,   wllere   the   Swedish   gang   saw   cuts   shinint3Ol
boards  from  the  dark  fir  tree.    Whence  they  journeyed  on  the
following~  day  to  the  city  of  SIlelton,  whicll  lies  Ilidden  On  the
green Peninsula.   And the wealth of the  Simpson Logging  Com-
pany  caused  great  astonishment  among  the  flock.  On  they went
to  the  wooded  shores  of  Twanoh  Park,  to  battle  in  the  COOling
waters  of  tile  Sound  and  to  lie  under  the  blinking  stars  by
night.   And  on the next  day tile flock  followed the  Superintend-
ent  of  the  Simpson  Logging  Company,  nimble  of  foot.
And  on  the  twenty-fifth  day  of  the  eighth  month  the  flock
g-athered  in tile  City  Of  Aberdeen,  and  the  winds  were  cold  and
the  fog thick,  hiding  the  golden  ball  of  the  sun.   And  the  flock
were  sllOWn  tile   Harbor  Plywood   Mill   and   also   the   General
Packages Plant,  and they saw many strange  sights.   And on the
following  day  tIley  gathered  On  the  Shore  Of  tile  rolling  OCeall.
They  traveled  tile  far-StretClling'  beaches  and  even  Visited  the
sturdy  lig`ht  llOuSe,  built  On  Stony  Cliffs  overlooking  the  Waters.
But  on  the  following  day t,he  flock  went  to  the  city  of  Long-
view  and  for  two  days  were  sIIOWn  the  Weyerhauser  sawmill,
and even the pulp  mill.   And those tllat had  eyes Saw and those
that  had  ears  heard;  and  tIliS  Was  On  t,lie  twenty-eighth  day  Of
tlle  eighth month.
8And  when  it  was  high  noon  Horning  spake  unto  his  flock:Get  thee  IlenCe,  for  nO  longer  Shall  I  remain  with  you;  bc`
everyone  gone  into  his  own  land  in  his  own  fashion,  and  there
sllall  he  remain  until  tile  Halls  of  IJearning-  tIlrOW  open  their
gates  in the  autumn.   And the men  bid  farewell  to  one  another
and  dispersed  in  the  direction  of  the  four  winds.    And  some
drove in chariots and others walked  afoot.
But  they  took  with  tllem  the  Wisdom  and  knowledge  gained
in tile Silent  forests and in the  roaring'  sawmills.
3!      3¬      3!
THE  FOREST  AIR
I do not care for city life
With all its noise and speed and strife-
Its troubles here, its worries there :
Just put me in the forest air.
No cars to dodge nor steps to climb
Nor busses where you pay a dime
Whenever you would go somewhere :
I7m happy in the forest air.
Where  I  would  go  there  are  the  trees,
The flowers,  and the honey bees.
If you're in town you cannot sIlare
These blessings of the forest air.
You7re welcome  to  your  stupid  fops,
Your salesmen,  and your traffic  cops.
Not  one  of them would  ever dare
To linger in tile forest air.
So go your way and I'll go mine;
You take your money-I my time.
You711 just  exist with  constant care,
But I 'll i,'t,e in the forest air I
FRED  C.  BATTELL,   '34.
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A         A Trip to MadisonPARTY  of  ll  foresters,  under  the  guidance  of  ProfessorHorning,  set  out  for  Madison,  Wis.,  on  Sunday,  March  4.
Their objective was the  Forest  Products Laboratory,  one  of the
principal  landmarks  of  American  Forestry.   Upon  arriving  in
Madison, several of the party scattered toward fraternity houses
for the night and the others occupied quarters at the Y. M.  C. A.
hotel.
On  Monday  morning  the  party  assembled  at  the  Laboratory,
where they met Mr.  B.  H.  Paul  of the research  staff,  who  acted
as guide in a tour of inspection through the various divisions of
the Laboratory.   The bewilderint,o' variety of activities under way
and  the  vastness  of  this  great  research  institutlion  all  serve  to
impress the visitor with the impoI'tanCe Of the Problem Of finding
new and better metllOdS for the utilization Of tile forest Crop.
A new laboratory building now houses under one roof all the
various activities which formerly were scattered amongl several of
the  University  buildings.   This  new  building®  is  one  of  the  most
impressive features of the University landscape.   Its appearance
of great size is accentuated by the modernistic lines of its archi-
tecture.  This, combined with the commanding eminence on which
it  stands,  gives it  an  air of impressive  dignity  quite  in  keeping
with the importance and power of Federal Government activities.
On the way back to Ames the party made two stops to inspect
wood-using  inclustries.   The  first  was  at  Monroe,  Wis.,  where  a
stave  mill  was  sawing  basswood.    The  second  was  at  the  larg'e
sash and door factory of the Farley Loetscher Company,  at Du-
buque.  This factory displays many good examples of close wood-
utilization  methods.
The members of the party making the t,rip  were Prof. W.  H.
Horning, Robert Baughman, Jack Beyer, L. K.  Ferguson, W. L.
IIatch, James Inglis, O. M. Johnson, Hang Milius, Delbert Oster-
mann, R. R.  PllilliPS, Jack Rl10dy, and Nelson Sclllemmer.
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T      The Forester Takes Up
His Camera
W.  R.  ROTTMANN
HERE  is no  excuse  for making' poor photographic  exposures
in the woods, if a few simple tips are kept in mind.   The for-
ester  is  often  anxious  to  goet  pictures  of  objects  in  the  woods
which ordinary cameras cannot take by snapshot methods.
A  little  study ancl  a  few  suggestions  may  serve  as  a  guicle  in
making  satisfactory  pictures  with  orcTinary  equipment.
Since  our  eyes,  witIIOut  effort  On  Our  Part,  make  adjuStmentS
to  light  changes,  it  is  harcl  to  realize  that  the  camera  does  not
adjust  itself  automaticall}T  also.   WIlen  ]iglht  iS  poor,  the  length
of exposure must be greater or a larger diaphragm opening must
be provided for light, to enter the camera.
The  problem  of  ligIlt  intensity  iS  One  Of  the  most  difficult  tO
ascertain,  and it can be  easily  solved by  the use  of  light-measur-
ingl  instruments,  tabular  clata,  or  estimation.   Very  few  persons
are successful in estimating- lie-ht  intensity.
The  instruments  used  depellC1  1arg-ely  upon  tIle  Visibility  Of
certain  objects  when  viewecl  through  dark  g-lass  or  upon  the
length  of  time  required  for  a  piece  of  photographic  paper  to
change  color.   Tables  of  these  results  are  printed  in  scale  form
upon  the  instruments  and  can  be  depended  upon  as  accurate.
Often, llOWeVer, tile light iS SO Weak aS tO exceed the limits Of the
instrument.   But these instruments add to  the  expense  of neces-
sary  equipment  and  constitute  an  additional  apparatus  to  be
carried.
Tables of intensity of light and type of subject are very usable,
but they depend upon personal judgment of conditions.  The four
graduations  of  natural  lig'llt :  Clull,  gray,  clear,   and  brilliant,
must be carefully determined.
Having  ascertained  the  intensity  of  the  light  based  on  the
darkest part of the  picture,  the next  problem  is to  decide  upon
the adjustments necessary to use the light to the best advantage.
Besides judging the distance, the forester must select the proper
diaphra5Om  opening and  Set  the  COrreCt  Shutter tO  accompany  it.
There  are  two  means  of  marking  cliaphragm  openings  on  the
camera.   Both  systems  are  basecl  on  the  ratio  of  the  diameter  to
the focal length of tlhe lens or the tlistallCe at Which the lens must
be placed from the film  to  give  a  sharp  imag'e  of  an  object.   In
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olle  System  tile  opening  iS  eXPreSSeCl  simply  as  a  fraction  of  the
focal  length.   Thus  I.8  means  tllat  the  aperture  iS  One-eighth  Of
tlle  focal  lengtII  Of the  lens;  in  the  uniform  system  (U.  S.)  the
openings are marked s,o that the nulnberS are Proportional as the
exposure  required,  I.4  being  taken  as  unity,  so  tIlat  the  scale  iS









DIAPHRAGM   OPENING
4           4.5          5.6          6.3             8            ll         16
1        ll/4        2        21/2        4           8         16
EXPOSURE,   SECONDS
1/100   1/50      1/25      1/25      1/10      1/5      1/2
1/200    1/100    1/50      1/50      1/25      1/10   1/5
1/400    1/200    1/100    1/100    1/50      1/25    1/10












The  photograpl`er'S  Happu  Hu1`tting  Ground.
A normal exposure is one taken of a landscape on an ordinary
sunny clay with a usual type of hancl camera,  a certain brand of'
film,  a  diaphragm  opening  of  I.16,  ancl  an  exposure  of  1/25  of
a  second.
The  conditions  to  remember  in  making`  camera  adjustments
are the time of year,  time  of day,  character of the  weather,  tile
subject,  the  type  of  camera,  the  kincl  of  film,  the  diaphragm
opening', and the length of exposure.
If  different  films  are  used,  suitable  corrections  must  be  made
for their relative  speeds,  which  are printed  on the  package.
Ordinary   cameras   are   not   equipped   with   shutters   having`
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speecls of less than 1/25  of a second,  and if longer exposures  are
required the  diaphragm  area must be  doubled by opening  from
f'.16  to  ±'.ll  or time  exposures will have  to be  made.
If time  exposures are  to be  made,  tile  Photographer  must  be-
come  expert  in  count,ing  seconds  and  half  seconds.   Since  it  is
impossible  accurately  to  tell  when  the  second  hand  of  a  clock
g'oes through  a  second  of time,  it  is  necessary to  use  some  more
accurate method.   A sufficiently accurate  method  is to  count  the
half seconds by saying slowly,  t t one-half, ' J  for  each half second ;
the  seconds  by  repeating,  "one-half  and  one,"  and  the  other
longer  exposures  by the  combinations  for  half  and  full  seconds
of the  above.   A  quarter second is  counted by  repeating  "quar-
tei.))
A  good,  solid  tripod  is  almost  necessary  in  making  time  ex-
posures.   Even exposures of 1/10 second are too long to hold the
camera  in  the  hand.
To  pllOtOgraPh  CIOuCls,  a  yellow  filter  and  a  somewhat  longer
exposure are necessary.   For light clouds the exposure should be
made 1/5 longer.   For pictures by full moonlight an exposure of
an hour or longer with a stop  of I.16 will do.
It  is  necessary  sometimes  to  give  a  photograph  a  shorter  ex-
posure if tile Picture iS tO be made at a his-h  altitude.
Closely related to tile  intenStiy Of the light iS the  Character  Of
the  subject  which  is  to  be  photographed.   Snow  scenes  are  one
type  of  picture  whicIl  the  amateur  generally  over-exposes.   The
I'efleCted  Surface  requires  Only  1/4  as  long  an  exposure  as  is
needed  for  an  ordinary  lanclscape.   On  the  seashore  or  on  the
shore  of  a  large  lake-  the  effect  of  the  reflected  lig®ht  should  also
be taken into account.
The  relative  length  of  time  required  for  different  stands  of
timber  wllere  Pictures  are  tO  be  taken  iS  given  in  the  following
table :
Relative  exposures required  for-  val'io,us  types  of  forest  stands  and  species
(l®eferred  to  the  ttnormal  exposu1'e"  With  OPening  Of  I.16) :
Conditions
Ordinary  lalndscape
Stand  of  leafless  llartlwoods
Stand  of  lelafy  hardwoods
Open  stand  of  thin-foliaged  piIle
View  under  scattered  conife1-S
Open  stand  of  hemlock
Open  stamd  of  dense-foliaged  pine
Open  stand  of  Western  red  coda,r
Dense  stand  of  dense-foliaged  pine
Stand  of white fir
Dense  ,stand  of  Westel®n  red  cedalo














Surveying lowaJs Forest Land
OLIVER  L.  OLSON
< t I  :aAr¥¥hroobTSlegrhVetC±7e ::flnuOendcOeuT:r¥:1uyhoafVtet7OthCaltaStShe1:nog-fS pgeOopf10er:
first  that  class  which  we  may  call  the  experts,  men  who  have
gained  their  full  share  of  knowledge.       .   .   That  other  class  I
may   designate   as   the   enthusiasts."-I),-.   EcZwcby-d   a.   EZZo®o#,
presbdenybt, Purdue Unbversbty .
A  quite  detailed forest  and waste land  survey has been  macle
in the s,fate  of  Iowa through the  influence  of a  man  who  is both
an  expert ancT an  enthusiast.
Prof.  G.  B.  MacDonald  has  striven  enthusiastically  for  many
years to promote conservation and forestry-consciousness in Iowa.
Now, largely through his efforts, the State has a chance to review
its conservation lessons.
For  some  time  there  has  been  in  progress  a  forest  census  t,I
the United States, but individual states have not been able to get
Federal appropriations to aid in a reconnaissance of their forest
capital, and likewise have been handicappecl in carrying out their
programs of conservation.
Professor MacDonald, however, saw an opportunity for action
upon the  advent  of the  Civil  Works  Aclministration.   He  imme-
diately wired Washington to get approval for a state tree survey
to  be  made  a  C.  W.  A.  project  and  in  the  meantime  conferred
with  the  governor  concernintjo'  his plans  and  the  proposed  work.
On  Dec.  15  permission  was  granted  to  use  150  men.   An  office
was set up in Ames, and schooling for workers began on Jam.  1.
The men were working on their districts by Jam. 4.
The personnel of the  organization consisted  of  ll  supervisors`
the office force, and the field men.   E. W. Potter was in charge of
the head office until he received  a  J.  F.  appointment  in  March ;
then L.  E.  Hicks was placed in chars-e.
Several  forestry  students  dropped  classes  cluring  the  winter
quarter  to  acquire  practical  experience,  ancl  a  little  money  tor
continue in school the  spring'  quarter.   Glenn  Ball,  Harold  Bar-
be1®,  Kenneth  Brinkman,  Allison  Cecil,  Dick  Dilworth,  Harolcl
Efnor, A. M.  Harmening,  Clark Holscher,  Glen Johnson,  Ewald
Maas,   Gail  McElhinney,  Albert  MeIllin,  James  Overby,  Jules
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Renaud, Amos Smelser, and George WilIlelm are Ames foresters
who have worked on the project.
In carrying out the forest and waste land survey the men Were
assigned  to  counties.   The  survey  was  made  by  townships,  and
each  section  m.apped  as  a  unit.   The  completed  maps  were  col-
lected in the office and compiled into a  composite map.
Information gathered falls into three categories : nature of the
forest  cover,  extent  and  speed  of  erosion,  and  possibilities  for
Courtesy    State    Board    of    Conservation.
Where  fo1-e8t  meets  farm  bn  Iowa.
g-ame-protective areas.
Seventy  counties,  comprisiIlg  in  general  those  alOngo  the  Chief
river  valleys  and  the  northern  and  southern  boundaries,  were
surveyed.   The  data  are  being  compiled  in  such  a  manner  as  to
be  of value to the  general  public  and  to  State  and  Federal  for-
estry  agencies.   Some  of  the  maps  and  plans  llaVe  already  been
sent to J.  N.  Darling,  better known  as  "Ding,"  of the  Commis-
sion  of  Wild  Life  Restoration,  and  head  of  the  United  States
Biological Survey.
Iowa  now  has  an  inventory  of  its  valuable  hardwood  forest
covel®,  windbreak  and  sllelterbelt  plantings,  and  fish  and  game
rendezvous,  as  well  as  a  statement  of  the  number  of  acres  of
land  badly  eroded  ancl  the  number   of   additional   acres   seri-
ously endangered.
3!      3!      3¬
Ames  Foresters:    1933-34
GRADUATES
BATEMAN,   BRYANT   A.
BATTELL,   FRED   CIIAPMAN
BEYER,  JACK
CAMPBELL,   SAMTJ-EIJ  LEROY
CHISHOIJM,  LyLE  W.
DoRMAN,  KEITH  W.
FERGUSON,  LEWIS  KIRBY
HATCH,  WILLIAM  LuTHER
HuBBARD,  JoHN  WIIEELER
BALL,  GLENN
BARBER,  HAROLD  B.
BRADFORD,  MoRISE  V.
BROWNFIELD,  R.  L.
CAMPBELL,  RICHARD  B.
CARLSON,  HENNING
CHRISTENSEN,   JoHN   IRVING
DuERR,   WILLIAM   ALLEN
HARLAN,  HowARD  FRANCIS
`HARMENING,   ARTHUR   M.
'HoneES,  DoNALD  J.
HuRT,   THOMAS   LESLIE
HuTCHINSON,   RoBERT   RILEY
JACOBSEN,  REUBEN  S.
JoHNSON,  GLEN  L.
JoHNSON,  OTHO  MEREDITH
JuLLE,  W.  LEROY
LANTZKY,  AIJBERT  J.
SENIORS
JENSEN,  EvERETT  JoHN
LEHMANN,  ARTHUR  F.
MELVIN,  CIJAIR  R.
NEWVILLE,   JACK
RICHMAN,  H.  W.
ScHROEDER,   GERAIJD   M.
STRADT,  GILBERT  HERMANN
TusTISOhT,  CHARLES  HowARD
JUNIORS
LIBBY,   PAUIJ  VAWTER
MEHLIN,  ALBERT  FoRD
MoRRIS,   DoRSEY  JACKSON
MuLLER,  PAUL  MAX
NISSEN,   PAUIJ   FR.ANK
OIJSORT,   OLIVER   LEO
O'NEIIJ,   GoRDON  KEITH
OsTERMANN,  DELBERT  HENRY
OvERBY,   JAMES   FRED
PERRY,   JAMES   RoBERT
RENAUD,  JuLES  SINTON
RoTTMANN,   WIIJLIAM  RussEIJIJ
ScHLEMMER,   NELSON
SMITH,   HARLIE  MERYL
THAYER,   MARSHALIJ
THOMAS,  GAIIJ  M.
TRIBBETT,  VANCE
VANDENOEVER.  EDWARD
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BAUGHMAN,  RoBERT  WILLIAM
BEYER,  PAUIJ  RICHARD
BossHART,  JoHN  HENRY
BRINKMAN,  KENNETH  A.
CIJOCKER,   EvERE,TT   HAIJE
CoMPTON,  KENNETH  CHARLES
Cox,  DoNALI)  EvANS
CRANSTON,  KEIT'H
DIIJWORTH,  I.  RICHARD
EHRENHARD,   CIJAYTON   C.
GRAU,  MARTIN  FRED
HARBOUR,  RAY
HAUKOM,  ALLAN  S.
HESSEIJTINE,   CARIJ  WAITER
HEYER,  EDWIN  WINN
HoLSCHER,  CLARK  EDWARD
HoovER,  CIJYDE  CoIJBURN
HoTCHKISS,  JENNINGS   DoNALD
INGLIS,  JAMES  WALKER
JENSEN,  ALVIN
JoIINSON,  R.  VERLE
KENNEI)Y,  WAYNE  F.
KINNAMON,  WIIJLIAM  MAC
LEWISON,  WAYNE  CLIFTON
McELHINNEY,  GAIIJ  DAVID
NIA\A\S,  EwALD  W.
MAULSBY,  WyMAN  E.
MILIUS,   HANS  C.
PATERSON,  MoRRIIS  LuNDEEN
PHIIJIJIPS,   RAYMOND  REX
RHODY,  JoHN  PATRICK
RICE,  RoBERT  WESLEY
SAUER,  KENNETH  WAYNE
ScHAEFER,  LouIS  B.
SECOR,   JAMES
SMELSER,  AMOS  WARREN
SNYDER,   RICIIARD  ALLAN
STAPLETON,   cToHN   FRAHM
SyDENSTRICKER,   JAMES   EDWIN
WIEHN,  LEONARD  JoHN
WILHEILM,   GEORGE   F.
"ooD,   WA\RREN  WILL,LAM
ZIMNIERMA\N,   `lTAL"R  `V.
FRESHMEN
BERRY,   FRANKLIN   EDWARD
BIEVER,  MARLAN  JAMES
BISHOP,  A.  BAUER
BucK,  FRANCIS  E.
CHENEY,  WILSON  RoBERT
CHRISTENSEN,   AIJVIN
CoRNWELL,  WILLIAM  GLE2`T
DANNENBERG,  WALTER  WILLIA}I
DEAN,  LAUREN  WHITE
FELKER,  RALPH  H.
FoLIJEN,  WILIJIAM  FRANCIS
GRIMM,  OscAR  Roll,AND
GusTINE,   CLARENCE   SIMPSON
GuTSIIALL,   MAX  WAYNE
HALLADAY,   MAUR,ICE  AIJLEN
HuGHES,  RALPH
KINKOR,  CLARENCE  PETER
LARSEN,  MERLIN  DEVERE
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McLINTOCK,   THOMAS  FREDERICK
MoRRISON,  GEORGE  S.
NESSEL,  WILLIAM  RoBERT
NoBLE,   RICHARD   MEREDITII
PECHSTEIN,  ARNOLD  WAITER
PFEIFFE,R,  HERMANN  KARIJ
PFUNDER,  BERN  FAIRBANKS
RABIK,  LESLIE
RuTLEDGE,   RICHARD   MoRRELIJ
ScoLTOCK,  JosEPH
SEEMAN,  LouIS  N.  A.
SIELSKI,  BENJAMIN  THEODORE
SMITH,  WALTER  PERRY
STONE,  FREDERICK  MuRRAY
STUMP,  WILLIAM  G.
THOMPSON,  HowARD
WERNER,  HuGO  BIRKHAHN
WILSON,  JoHN  STEWART
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THE  AMES  FoRESTER
SALUTES  ITS  ALUMNI
This   year   forest'loy   ks   bn   the   ascendant.     O'u1`
alumni, who  alre in the  fialdJ  Cam-ykmg  On umder  the
new  order  of  thbngs,  have  for  us  a  specbal  skgnkft-
caJmCe:  They   q-epl1-eSent  the  ability  tO  rkSe  tO   emer-
gency, to master a,tffkcultly.   Thbs  abtlbty i,s refZected,
qt,pon  us,  the  umcleq-glraduateS.    It   ds   ouqo   potentbal
herita,qe, for  we  and  olur  alumnk  alre both  descemd-
kng  from  the  salme  Imstktutkon.
In these  pages  a; few  of  our  prombmermt  alummb i,n
vari,ous   fields   gkve   an  account   of   thebla   WOq~k   anCl
ecoplaln the coprbnectli,on betq,lJeen thebr undergq-adJua,te
studly  amdl  field  eeepe1~'ienCe.
Here,  also,  aq-e  the  alumnb  dbrectory   ancl  mews
items, more complete than ever thbs yealr because of
th,e  fine  respomse  to  the  Forester's  questbonnaJbre.
The   Ames  Foq~este1-   dedilCateS  thbS  SeCtilOn  tO   all
ilt8  alumnd~WhO  have  fO'unded,  a,md  mabntClbmed  Oull`
iradii-kong.
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Extension Work for Foresters
W                              SHIRLEY W. ALLEN, 'O9
Professor of  Forestry,  University of  Michigan,  Ann Arbor.
HETHER wanderlust may be inherited is an open question
and  interesting  for  speculation.    Anyway,  one  itinerant
minister7s family produced a forester who had four jobs duringl
his first six years out of school.    Three of these were on as many
ca1`ifornia National Forests ancl one in an  Eastern university.
Just  how  did  training  in  forestry  at  Ames  and  during  the
three  summers  of the  course  fit  me  to  llOld  jobs  aS  forest  agent,
forest  assistant,   deputy  forest  supervisor,   and  extension  for-
ester?    What  a  student was  able  to  get  in  forestry  at  Ames  in
1905-09  was  a  lot  different  from  the  courses  offered  now,  but
tile  Same  fine  spirit  dominated.     Iowa  State   College  and  tIle
same  helpfulness  on  the  part  of  tile  entire  faculty  Were  avail-
able.    You couldnJt escape them.    So my answer is that forestry
training  gave  me  my  chance  ancl  (perhaps  by  indoctrination  as
much  as  anything'  else)   gave  me  the   cot,Se7®q,ClfO'O7,  t,¢eWPO¢'7¢J,   a
thing  that   can7t   be   bought   readily   by   employers,   public   olI
private,  in  the  open  market.    TlliS  Viewpoint  has  a  lot  Of  com-
ponents, and among them are appreciation of the needs of g'row-
ing' things,  consciousness  of the  cluty  of  public  service,  keen  in-
terest in the productive possibilities of wilcl lands, and an almost
religious  zeal  for  the  conservation  of  natural  resources.    There
isn7t  a better place in the  country to  g-et  this viewpoint  than  at
Iowa  State  College.
ttChance7' to make good and ttviewpoint'J  are mentioned first
because  we  are  likely  to  fool  ourselves  about  the  possession  of
skill and experience at the start.    On the otller lland grounding
in the foundation subjects was invaluable.
In  the  line  of  professional  subjects  dendrolog-y,  silviculture,
and  the  limited  work  in  management  ancl  policy  under  Prof.
Hugh  P.  Baker  enabled  the  forester  from  Ames  to  talk  the
language,  work intelligently,  ancl keep  from  going  native  in the
face  of  what  amounted  almost  to  riclicule  on  tIle  Part  Of  local
Persons.
From  the  extension  work  at  Syracuse,  successive  bowings  to
wanderlust took me to a supervisorship on a water-producing ancl
I'eCreatiOn  forest  With  headquarters  in  Log  Angeles,  out  of  for-
estry  into  two  years  of  retail  lumbar  business,  one  of  promo-
tion  work  ancl  miscellaneous  floundering-,  and  eventually  back
to  Washington  as  Forester  of  the  American  Forestry  Associa-
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tion, which was really down tile Old extension alley.    Four years
in the last place were followed by the  chance to teach half time
and  spend  the  other  half  on  extension  work  with  schools  ancl
other  agencies,  private  and  public,  in  Michigan,  a  state  with
tremendous potentialities in forestry and other natural resource
business.
No phase  of  the  latter  position  is  uninteresting,  but  working
with people  is the most  interesting.    The  hardest  task  in  a  fol--
ester7s  extension  work  is  to  multiply  his  employer's  influence
without  allowing the  means to  this  end  to  become  cold  and  im-
personal.
Such  means  include  publicity,   exhibits,   and  prepared  pro-
grams for starting a community forest, for observing Arbor Day
realistically,   for  teaching   conservation   in  public   schools,   for
holding  up  the  hands  of  public  conservation  agencies,  and  for
keeping~  privately  owned  wild  lands  productive.   Making  such
things  live  and  really  work  taxes  inglenuity,  imagination,  and
professional knowledge to tile utmost.    Only a part  of tlliS WOrk
can be done by personal contact.
The  Public Relations field  is wide  open for  the few who  have
a  flair  for  it,  who  are  professionally  well  grounded  in  forestry
and general conservation, who can stand up to the accusation of
being-  "hooey"  artists  regardless  of  their  sincerity,  and  who
like  people.   And  some  teachillg'  along  with  this  line  makes  the
entire  set-up  favorlable  for  keeping  fit  professionally,  making'  a
real  contribution  to  conservation,  and  making  a  decent  living.
If  you  want  them,  and  wllat  forester  dOeSn7t,  tIlere  are  Plent}T
of chances to get into the woods too.
c¢,¢     3I     3l
Public Relations for Foresters
CLARENCE  PROUT,  '23
Assistant  Forester  in  Charge  of  Public  Relations,  Minnesota  State  Forest
Service.
MOST  of tile lnen leavintg  forestry  schools  toclay  expect  to  gointo  tile  United  St,ates  Forest  Service.     They  exclude  the
possibility  of state forestry work  as  an  outlet  for  their services.
Each  year  states  are  adding  forestry  departments  to  tlleiI-
branches  of state  government  to  take  care  of  tlle  forestry Prob-
lems  within  their  boundal-ies.     Manv  stuclents  of  forestry  are
not  following  this  growth,  and  continue  to  educate  themselves
for Federal work.
In  Minnesota  the  forestry  program  is  carried  on  uncler  the
State  Conservation  Department.    The  field  is  large,  for  our  ac-
tivities  cover  fire  suppression  and  prevention  on  state  forest.s,
state parks and monuments, timber sales, land classification,  and
educational  work.     In  fact  our  system  is  very  similar  to  tIll|
Federal work in all respects.
The  public  relations  forester  has  a  wide  opportunity  before
llim.    Today  there  are  very  few  schools  offering  courses  in  this
line of forestry work, and most of the men in these positions have
been  chosen  because  they  have  a  special  ability  either  to  meet,
peoplc',  to  write,  or  to  make  attrtfLCtiVe  displays  Of  Various  for-
estry phases.
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I  have  found  that  in  my  work  the  ability  to  meet  people  is
the prime essential.    It is not always easy for a man, fresh from
college,  to  go  out  in  the  woods  and  get  along  successfully  witll
those   who  are  inclined   to   look   down   on   technically   trained
men.    I  believe  the  most  interesting`  phase  of  my  work  at  tile
present time is the opportunity to get out and meet people from
all  classes and  in  all  positions  of business.
Research work is an important  consicleration for the prospect-
ive  public  relations  forester.    If  the  young  forester  decides  to
enter  research  he  should  get  employment  in  some  experiment
station  and learn the fundamentals  of  the  broad  subject.    Log-
ging  and  woods  work  will  aid  him  greatly  in  forming  a  back-
ground  for all the research he is to take up.    Besides this, work
with  older men  will  teach  him  how  to  get  along  with  associates
older  than  himself.
Before I took up research work with the Minnesota State For-
est Service and after my graduation from Iowa State,  I workecl
for a time with the Federal  Forest  Service on the  Superior Na-
tional Forest  on fire prevention and mapping projects.
Reconnaissance  work  was  my  next  step  into  the  public  rela-
tions  field,  and  soon  I  broke  into  the  Minnesota  Department  of
Public Relations,  where I  am now stationed.
During all that time I was called upon to do educational work
along foI'eStry lines,  and my fOI'eStry training Proved tO be Very
useful.   Again my ability to  contact persons  of all  kinds  helped
me to hold my position.
3f     t*     3t
T       Teaching for Foresters
RALPH  W.  HAYES,  '14
Professo\r  olf  Forestry,  North  Carolina  State  College,  Raleigh.
HE  pioneering'  stage  of  forestry  and  forestry  education  is
past;  we  are  now  in  the  stag'e  of  real  development,  and  the
future  of  that  development  will  depend  largely  on  the  educa-
tion  of  those  who  carry  on  in  tile  teaching  Capacities.    Every
man  who  desires  to  teach  should  realize  his  responsibility  and
prepare himself to meet it.
Undergraduate  work  for  one  interested  in  forestry  teaching`
shoulcl  be  complete  and  thorougl1;  the  Student  must  Show,  by
maintaining  a  high  scholastic  average,  that  he  is  mentally  alert
and  able  to  think  clearly  and  to  the  point.    Graduate  work  is
desirable,  and  it  should  be  taken  at  a  different  school  in  order
that  the  student  may  have  the  benefit  of  the  broadenint,o`  effect
wIliCh  a  Change  in  instructors  and  different  iCleas  and  methods
of approach to a subject afford.
Professional  experience  is  a  tremendously  important  adjunct,
to professional  education.    There are  some branches  of forestry,
such as wood technology and a few others, where experience may
be  tr+ryained  by  graduate  study  and  actual  teaching  work;  but  in
fields of management,  silviculture,  and  forest  utilization  profes-
sional  field  experience  is  highly  desirable.
There  is  always  some  one  branch  of  forestry  whicIl  appeals
most  strongly  to  each  man,   and  should  lie  specialize  in  that
branch he should work in it in as many regions as possible.    H_a
must know his work from all sides.
Tile  time  t,O  be  devoted  tO  experience  must,  be  left  to  the  stl_i-
clent  himself,  but  it  should  be  from  three  to  t,en  years.    The
broader  the  experience  and  more  exact  the  krlowledge  gainetl,
the better the teacher.
A  successful  teacher  must  enjoy  working  with  men  and  bovs
WIIO  are  younger  than  himself.   As  tile  years  gO  by  that  diffeur_
ence is constantly increasing.    He must have the proper mixture
of dignity and good fellowship, both in and out of the class room.
He must maintain an understanding of his students and a sym-
pathy  with  their  problems  and  give  his  work  a  personal  touch
which is an incentive for greater effort.    He will get a large part
of tile Pleasure in his work from watcIling each Succeeding group
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develop  into  strong,  more  self-reliant,  and  continuously  better-
informed men.
The  instructor  must  be  able  to  impart  his  knowledge  to  the
student by either speaking or writing,  and he will find that first
lland  knowledge  gained  through  field  experience,  when  used  to
supplement  an  explanation  of  the  text,  will help  him  greatly.
The  instructor  must  study  constantly  to  keep  abreast  of  the
times  and up-to-date in his  instruction.    He  should  do  as  much
researcll work aS time and allotted funds will permit.
The teaching of forestry is similar to all other instruction, but
the  training  requirements  tIlat  have  been  mentioned  are  more
necessary  in  this  subject  than  in  others.     Some  persons  have
certain  inherent  qualities  which  may  help  them  materially  in
teaching  work,  but  the  necessary  qualities  can  be  developed  by
anyone who is willing' to make the effort.
ct    #    st
T     State Work for Foresters
R.  F.  BALTHIS,  'O7
Assistant  State  Forester,  Texas  Forest  Service.
HE  young'  forester  contemplating-  state work  has many  posi-
tions open  to  him.    Whether  or  not  he  achieves  his  g'oal  de-
pends  primarily  on his  own  initiative  and  ability.
After  I  graduated  from  Ames  in  1907,  I  spent  ten  years  ill
the Federal Forest Service on the firing line in Arizona and New
Mexico.    We had plenty of obstacles;  forestry was new,  and the
citizens did not understand our work.
But  in  spite  off  opposition,  foresters  were  in  demand.    Tech-
nically trained men 'followed their training for a few years only
to be drawn into the maelstrom of newly created national  forest
administrative  work.   In  those  days  the  tit,le  of  forest  assistant
gave  way  to  deputy  forest  supervisor  and  other  offices  in  the
district  office.    Practically  all  the  men  WIIO  are  now  at  the  top
entered forestry during this uncertain t,ime.
Two years o£ intensive work netted me a deputy forest  super-
visor's  job;  another  year  of  wol~k  gave  me  the  title  of  forest
supervisor.    With  the  exception  of  a  few  years  of  farming,  I
have been in forestry ever since.
Those early years of forestry training have proved  exceeding-
ly  useful.    They  presented  obstacles  to  be  overcome  and  prob-
lems to be worked out.    I feel that they fitted me directly for my
present job  of assistant  state forester,  a posit,ion  which  requires
a man of diversified interests and abilities. My technical training,
experience  as  forest  supervisor,  lumberman,  county  agent,  anal
dirt  farmer all  fitted  me  to  carry  on  the  activities  of  state  for-
ester.
Since  state  forestry  is  a  service  institution,  the  state  forester
must hat;'e the ability to meet all kinds of people.
A  student  of forestry  generally  shapes  his  future  course  dur-
ing' his  junior  year  in  college.    Twenty-five  or  thirty  years  ago
we  foresters  received  a  smatteringo  of  many  subjects.     Today
courses  of forestry are more  specialized.    These  courses  educate
men to fill positions of responsibility in  our  forests.
Forestry in its various activities has gained a prominent posi-
tion in national life. The Federal government, states, and private
industrial  concerns  need  foresters.    Conditions  call  for  the  re-
juvenation of our timbered areas.
In  the  Soutll  millions  Of  acres  Of  timberland  have  been  cut
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over,  farmecl  a  few  years,  and  abancloned  as  unfit  for  agricul-
tural  use.    Farm  woodlands  and  commercial  timberlands  have
been cut over and burned.    The value of their annual increment
does not often meet the tax imposed.
Texas  has  over  15,000,000  acres  of  woodlands  ancl  over  13,-
000,000   acres   of   commercial   timberlands,   of  which   3,000,000
acres are privately owned by farmers.    State  forestry in  Texas,
therefore,  involves  several  lines  of  endeavor.
Forest  protection  is  the  largest  of  these,  and  now  forest  and
grass  fires  are  controlled  on  over  8,000,000  acres  of  land  in  the
commercial  region.     Forest  management  is  another  important
phase  of work  carried  on  by  the  State :  State  forests,  nurseries,
cooperative  work  with  timber  owners,  and  farm  forestry  prac-
tices are all carried on under this one bI'anCh.
There are now 173 persons employed in the  Texas  Forest  Ser-
vice,   and  from  Director  of   State   Forests  clown  through  the
Chiefs of Protection and Management to the Farm  Forester the
set-up closely resembles that in many other states.
It is these men in the important offices tIlrOug'hOut the country
who have built the foundation upon which forestry stands.  They
are  the pioneers in the field to  whom  we  owe  our debt  of  grati-
tude.    From  tlleir  Successes  and  mistakes  llaS  elnerged  Present
clay forestry.
I   Industrial Field for Foresters
F.  D.  HADLOCK,  '18
With  the  Western  Electric  Co.,  Cranford,  N.  J.
N normal  times  the  industrial  field  offers  many  opportunities
for  foresters.    Foresters  who  can  sllOW  a  manufacturer  Ways
to  improve  his  product  or  reduce  costs  will  always  have  open-
ings for  employment.
Many  concerns  are  still  fabricating-  wooden  products  despite
the  increase  of  wood  substitutes.    Probably  a  large  amount  of
wood  substitution  has  been  due  to  the  fact  that  the  products
have  been  incorrectly  designed.    The  forester  who  can  correct
these  errors  can  find  for  himself  a  valuable  position.    The  use
of  plywood  in  both  tIle  industrial  and  builderS7  fields  is  com-
paratively new and will undoubtedly afford many opportunities
for  forestry-trained  men.
Aside  from  a  short  time  witll  tile  Western  Tie  and  Lumber
Company  I  have  been  employed   for  the   past   14  years   with
the  Western  Electric  Company.    In  my  early  work  purchasing
railroad ties I found that wood technology was tile Subject WIliCh
I  used  most.    Practically  every  pllaSe  Of  forestry  training,  ex-
cept  perhaps  silviculture  and  like  subjects,  has  proved  useful
in my work in the industrial field.
In my line I have found tllat actual  experience  in wood-WOrk-
ing plants and sawmills-in tIleir machine Shops, lumber-drying'
plants,  and  glue  rooms-has  been  most  useful.    In  this  regarcl
it is my belief that the forestry student  interested in industrial
positions  should  elect  as  many  eng'ineering-  courses  as  possible.
It may sound unusual when I say that I procured my present
employment through  an advertisement  in  a  Chicago  newspape1'.
I believe that many  foresters can obtain g-ood  positions by  scan-
ning  the  want-ad  sections  of  larg-e  newspapers.
Since I answered that ad my work has been increasingly intel--
esting.     My  job   has  been  to  watch   the   development   of   new
equipment  for  manufacturing-  wood  products  and  perfect  ma-
chines  to  do  the  work  better.     Cost  reduction  is  the  problem
which continually faces the forester interested in industrial prac-
tice of wood utilization.
Studies of the most economical methods of machine operation ;
correct  species,   sizes,   ancl  grades   of  lumber;   and   changes   in
design  are  the  stock-in-trade   of  the   industrial   forester.     He
must  also be  familiar with  the  preparation  of  cost  estimates  on
the manufacture  of new products in order to  do his job fully.
3!     ct     Jf
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T  Alumni Meet in Milwaukee
W.  H.  HORNING
HE  annual  meeting,I  of  tile  Society  of  American  Foresters
was  held  in  Milwaukee  on  Dec.  28,  29,  and  30,  1933.    The
nearness of its location tempted our whole teaching staff,  as well
as a goodly number of our alumni.
The  annual  meetings  are  always  entertaining,  but  then  of
course the things for which Milwaukee  is  famous may have llad
a  certain  influence  in  this  case.    The  Society  sessions  and  tile
annual banquet were held in the Hotel Pfister.    The banquet was
especially  notewortIly :  It  llad  everything  that  Milwaukee  ban-
quets  are  supposed  to  llaVe,  including  the  German  atmosphere
of  song  and  dance.   Spice  was  added  to  the  occasion  by  a  per-
sonality singer who planted kisses on bald heads, to console tlleiI'
POSSeSSOrS.
One of the most pleasant  incidents  of the whole  program  was
a luncheon meeting of Ames foresters,  17  of whom answerecl the
call  to  rally   7round.     They  exchanged  reminiscences,  and  some
present-day problems came in for a bit  of practical  readjusting.
The time proved all too sho1-t for the foresters tO recall the many
things they may have imag-ined themselves saying to old friends
and acquaintances.    It proved much too short for developing the
new friendships formed around the table.  Everyone was loath to
leave  t,he  good  old-fashioned  Ames  fellowship  to  return  to  the
tedium  of the  scheduled meeting®s.
The  Ames  foresters  who  attended  the  banquet  were  Fred  E.
Boeckh, E. M. Davis, D. B. Demeritt, R. D. Garver, W. H. Horn-
ing', Ray C.  Iverson, Jacob Jauch,  John W.  Kulp,  J.  A.  Larsen,
G.  B.  MacDonald,  J.  C.  McGlade,  R.  B.  McKennan,  C.  G.  Mc-
IJaren,  A.  F.  Miller,  Roy W.  Olson,  Harold  F.  Scholz  and  F.  B.
Trenk.
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Basil Athanassion,  '10
T¥ignS¥1uW±:i:ewmilelmbbeerinPears:1st#hiannta£seiofnoi1;1wOi'nognleetOtferO,u:hfiOclri
the  Ames  Forester received  from his  niece  in  Roumania,  in  an-
swer to the Alumni  Questionnaire :
Bessarabia,  Roumania.
Jam.  26,  1934:
To the Society of Ames Foresters :
I  have the honor to  communicate  to  you  some  infor-
mation concerning the fate of your former member ancT
my  uncle-Mr.  Basil Athanassion.
Unfortunately I must begin by saying' that for a long
time  we  have  known  nothing  definite  at  all  about  my
uncle!   In  October,1917,  at  the  beginning  of  the  Rus-
sian  Revolution,  he  left  here  for  the  Government  of
Lamara,  in Russia,  where he  possessed  an  estate  which
he  administered  himself.   From  there  he  wrote  to  lliS
mother  that  he  had  found  his  house  deserted  and  his
property pillaged.  The last letter to my father, written
in the beginning of December of the same year, said tllat
he  felt  himself  in  danger  ancl  wished  to  escape  to  tlle
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Cossacks of the Ural and that all was ready for his de-
parture.
Since then no one has lleard anything more from him.
Was  he  shot  by  the  Bolsheviki  as  representative  of  a
class  which  they  have  exterminated?   It  is  very  prob-
able I  My father has had private information from one
of  our  relatives  in  Moscow  that  he  was  indeed  shot  at
Dergatchi, a large village not far from his estate.
On the  other halld  there  have  been rumors  that  my
uncle was seen  on the banks of the  Dniester  (the  river
which  separates  Russia  from  Bessarabia),  wishing  to
cross the frontier to reenter his native  country.
Unfortunately  neither  of these  versions  can  be  veri-
fied.   But if the latter is true, my uncle not having ar-
rived  since,  it  is  probable  that  he  was  killed  upon  his
attempt to cross the river-perhaps by the Roumanian
soldiers,  perhaps by the  Bolsheviki.
TlliS  iS  everything that  We  have  been  able  to  gather.
is not much,  and there  is nothing  absolutely  certain
all of it.   In any case,  not receiving a speck of news,
llOr any letters from him for so many years,  we believe
him to be dead.
I wish you the best of success for your fine  organiza-
tion, and I regret infinitely that your old comrade will
be able no more to  join with you.
Olga Athanassion.
3f      3t      3!
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NEWS  BRIEFS
Donald  R.  Ball,  '28,  was  pI'OmOted  last  Octobel'  to  the  position  of  Supe1--
visor   of  the  Illinois  Purchase   Units,  about   600,000   acres   o£   land  in   the
southel®n  tip  of  the  state.     According  to  his  letter  things  a1'e  bOOming  in
those  parts,  with  nine  field  acquisition  cl'ews,  six  a.C.C.   camps,  and  2000
C.W.A.  workers on the  job.
Fred  E.  Boeckh,  '28,  writes  that  he  enjoyed  meeting  all  the  Ames  men
at  the  Society of  American  Foresters  Convention  at  Milwaukee.
Luthe'r  B.  Burkett,  '30,  announces  the  arrival  of  a   son,  Max  Neff,   on
Nov.  15.    He  mentions  that  he received  congratulations  froln  Dave  Ilch,  J31.
Harold  Coons,  '32,  was  ma1'I'ied  tO  Miss  Maxine  Beal®d  on  Dec.  29.     Thei1'
home  is  in  Council  Bluffs.
Donald  D.  Crom,  ex.  '26,  was  pl®omoted  fl'om  foreman  to  supel'iIltendent
of  the  E.C.W.   prolject   at   Hebo,   Ore.,   on   Sept.   ll.     He   says,   ttWe   have
had  a  winter  camp  hel'e  of   214  Eastel-n  lads,   most   of  them   from   small
towns   and   surrounding   dist1'iCtS   Of   southern   Illinois.      The   pl'ojects   on
which  we  are  working  are  mostly  FoI-eSt  Service  t1'uCk  trails.JJ
Milo  H.  Deming,  '2O,  working  for  the  Inter-mountain  Forest  and  Range
Experiment  Station,  says  that  he  is  particulal-1y  intel-ested  in  studies  l'elat-
ing  to  the  effect  of  grazing  on  yields  of  watel-  fol'  il'l®igation  fl'om  moun-
tain  watersheds,  and  the  effects  of  grazing  on  soil  e1'OSiOn.     In  collabora-
tion  with  the  Utah  State  Agricultural  College  he  has  been  studying  the
flood  areas  of  Utah,  where  l'ecent  floods  have   damaged   u1'ban   and   farm
propel-ties,  noting  appaI'ent  Causes  and  POSSible  remedies.     He  published  a
I'ePO1't  On  this  WOI'k  fOl-  use  Of  the  Utah  State  Land  Boal®d,  urging  legisla-
tion  for  watershed  protection.     At  pl~esent  he  is  working  on  a  repol't   of
t{Erosion  Conditions  in  the  Upper  Basin  of  the  Colo1-ado  River,JJ  which  is
intended  to  give  a  geIleral  PiCtuI-e  Of  the  e1-OSiOn  COnditiOnS  in  tllat  drain-
age.     Field  work,  he  says,  has  been  done  on  this  fo1-two  SummerS;  but  it
is  such   an  immense  countl-y  that   even   that   time   has   permitted   only  an
extensive survey.    Deming reports  that,  {tAt  the Great  Basin  Branch  Station
at  Ephriam  we  are  carl-ying  On  field  experiments  in  cont1-Oiled  areas,  Whel-e
climatic  data  are  correlated  with  su1-face  1'uIIOff  and  erosion  On  comparable
areas  which   are   subjected  to   diffel'ent   degI-eeS   Of   g1-aZing.JJ     This   expel-i-
ment,  he  adds,  was  started  in  1914  and  will  continue  until  about  1944.
Jack  A.  Diemer,  '30,  of  the  Lakes  States  staff,  says,  ttHavenjt  been  out
of  the  Michigan  woods  since  last  June,  so  I  IlaVenJ't  Seen  an.y  alumni-They
shun  this  place!"
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M.   R.   Dunn,   '33,   on   C.C.C.   wo1'k   in   Tennessee,   believes   that   they   a1'e
really    accomplishing    something    on    TennesseeJs    largely    pl'ivately-owned
lands,  and  making  a  permanent  star-t  towa1'd  much  needed  fire  Prevention
and  suppression.
E.  J.  Dykstelrhuis,  '32,  I-emal'ks,  ttPassed  the  J.R.E.  examination  and  am
anxiously  awaiting  an  appointment.     Hel'eJs  hoping!"
Nathan   B.   Hansom,   '29,   announces   his   fiI'St   daughter,   Mal'y   Ellen,   on
Dec.  28.
Wendell   H.   Harmon,   '32,   is   homesteading   160   acres   in   Ol-egon,   and
plans  to  take  Civil  Service  when  he  has  pl'oved  his  clailn.     ttWould  like  to
hear from some  of the gang!"  he  says.
Ralph  R.  Harvey,  '33,  was  marl-ied  On  Nov.  10.
Bob   Hess,   ex.   '33,   still   full   of   that   old   ttWIlat   a   Man!"   spi1'it,   Says,
when  asked  about  Ills  recent  adVanCementS:   t{Advanced  215  miles  northeast
fl-om  Oskaloosa  to  McGregoI-.     (Bob  is  with  E.C.W.).
Harry  S.  Hinkley,  '32,  was  ma1'ried  tO  Miss  Vel-1a  Seymour  on  Aug.  14.
In  his  letter  of  March  7  he  exclaims,  ttIJd  like  to  go  to  work!"    Recently
he  received  an  appointment  with  the  Gl'eat  Basin  Station.
Arthur  L.  Holding,  '29,  repol-ts  that  he  saw  Vie  Lau,  J28,  in  Pol'tlalld
after a big football game.    Lau is  still as much  of  a  fan  as  ever.
F.  V.  Holding,  ex.  '13,  writes  fl|om  Portland,   Ol-e.,  that  ttAmes  alumni
al'e  so  many  out  here  we  donJt  even  keep  track  of  Jem  any  more."
Edward   M.   Howell,   '29,   has   been   appointed   acquisition   technician   at
Van  Buren,  Mo.     He  reports  heaI'ing  from  Harold  Svenson,   Ed.   N.   Lee,
Gerald  Kruse,  EIliott  Zimmel'man,  Charles  Swa,nson,  and  Harold  Moser.
Dave  M.  Ilch,  '31,  with  the  California,  Experiment  Station,  adds  the  fol-
lowing  lines  to  el'osion  news:   ttRecent  developments  in  el®osion  control  work
on   tile   fill   slopes   of   high   geal'   mountain   roads   llaS   Placed   this   project
foremost  upon  our  schedule,  and  since  the  initial  work  of  this  kind  was
begun  by  the  Station   (with  I-efel'ence  to  Califol'nia  only,  although  I  know
o±'  no  other-  l'egiom  th:lt  has  attempted  this  type   of  control  work,   or   any
l'egion  tllat  iS   COnfrOnted   With   the   increasing   numbel'   Of   mountain   high-
ways  as  in  this  state),  we  find  oul'selves  with  a  pl'oject  that  even  highway
engineers  admit  is  wol®thy  of  their  consideI'atiOn."
Jacob  Jauch,  '33,  w1'iteS  fl®Om  the  C.C.C.  camp  at  Westbol'o,  Wis.,  ttHere
is  a  timber  stand  impl'ovement  camp,  whe1'e  We  make  real  use  Of  Slkippel''s
silviculture i'J
George  J.  Kline,  '32,  is  E.C.W.  fo1'eman  On  the  Supel-io1'  National  Fo1-eSt,
now  engaged  in  showing  educational  films  at  va1'iOuS  Camps  On  the  Fol'est.
ttMooseJsJJ  message  is,  ttHello  to  the  Gang!JJ
Gerald  W.  Kruse,  '31,  says  that  his  plans  are  to  ttstay  single,  pay  for
my  Gal-,  and  keep  on  wo1'king.j'
John  W.  Kulp,  '29,  is  with  the  C.a.C.  at  Cass  Lake,  Minn.    Most  of  his
work  at   the  present  time   consists   of   supervising  crews   in   thinning   and
libel'ation  opeI-atiOnS.     The  thinning  is   done  mostly  in  Norway  and  Jack
pine  stands;   the  liberation  work  coIISiStS  Of  Cutting  Out  hardWOIOdS   \(birch,
aspen,  and  oak)   which   a1'e   O`te1'tOPPing   O1-  Whipping  the   Pines.     He  adds,
ttAs  far  as  I  know  I  am  the  only  Iowa  State  College  man  on  the  Chippewa,
F`oI'eSt.JJ
L.   E.   McCormick,   '31,   has   beeII   PI'OmOted   fI'Om   E.C.W.   supel'intendent
to  distl'ict  forester-  in  the  Tennessee  Fol'est  Service.     He  was  marI'ied  last
June.
A.  A.  McCutchen,  '29,  ttHave  been  on  tile  Wichita  National  Forest  since
Apt-i],   1932.      Our   Forest   is   also   a   National   Game   P1-eSeI-Ve-We   have
al,out  320  head  of  buffalo,  375  of'  elk,  100  Texas  longhorns,  and  numerous
tuI'keyS,  quail,  P1'ail-ie  ChiCkeI1.     I  find  Oklahoma  most  unusual.     The  wol'k,
the  life,  and  tile  COuntl-y  al-e  gI'eat !"
R.  B.  McKennan,  '26,  was  ma1'l'ied  On  Oc't.  21.
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H.  G.  Meginnis,  '28,  was  married  on  Nov.  14,  1932,  at  Alexandria,  La.,
to   Miss  L,ucy  Ray.     Ml'.   and   Mrs.   MegillniS   anllOunCed   the   arl'iVal   Of   a
daughter-,  Cora,  last  September.
A.  F.  Miller,  '24,  supervisor  of  tlle  Monistee  Put-cllaSe  Unit  in  Michigan
sa,ys,  ttWe  plan  to  purchase  500,000  acl'es  by  spring,  develop  a  40-million-
tree  nursery,  plant  20,000  acres  next  yeal-,  and  a  thousand  other  things."
Karl    Moessner,    '30,    announces    that    he    was    mar-1'ied    On    Nov.    25,
1933.     These  alumni  are  certainly  going  in  ±'ol®  mat1-imOny  in  a  big  Way!
John  W.  Moorhead,  '20,  writes  that  he  met  Ralph  Fletcher  and  E.  W.
Pohle  at  the  last  alumni  meeting  in  Eel-keley,  Ca1.   (Oct.,1933).
W.  M.  Nagel,  '14,  supervisor  of  the  Blackfeet  National  Forest  in  Mon-
tana,  is  in  charge  of  E.a.W.  work  in  Region  1.    He  says  tllat  they  have  77
camps  in  the  Region,  63  forest  camps,  14  state  and  pl'ivate  camps.
George  J.  Pecaro,   '30,   with  the   U.   S.   Gypsum   Co.,   is   engineer   fo1-   a
g1-OuP  Of  fiber-  board  Plants  Which  utilize  cottonwood  folo  the  manufaCtu1'e
of   an   insulation   board.     He   hopes   eventually   to   manage   one   of   these
plalltS.
A.  W.  Pirme,  ex.  '29,  was  married  on  Oat.  24.    He  is  with  the  Indiana
Department   of   Conservation   and   wl-ites   about   his   wo1'k:   ttl   finished   an
inventory  of  the  Harrison  County  State  Forest,  and  am  now  in  charge  of
marking  trees  for  improvement  cutting  and  fi1'e  t1-ail  building.    When  this
wol~k  is  finished  in  the  spring  I  will  do  planting  work  on  the  State  Forest.
If  the  marking  is  finished  in  time  I  will  make  some  growtll  studies.    For
about  three  weeks  this  fall  we  were  busy  cllaSing  OVe1®  the  county  Putting
out  fi1'eS-much  tO  the  Surprise  Of  the  natives,  for  they  are  in  the  habit  Of
letting  Jem  burn,   except  when  they  get  too   close   to   the   fa1-m  buildings.
The  woods  show  this  neglect,  too,  but,  I  belielTe  that  Our  P1-Ogram  and  talks
a1'e  getting  the  People  forestry-minded  dOlun  heI'e.JJ
Clyde   T.   Smith,   '31,   I-emarks,   ttThe1-e   ainJt   Ilo   dePl-eSSiOn   for   fOreStel'S
at  the  present  time.JJ
M.  J.  Smith,  '31,  forestry  fo1-eman  at  Milford,  Iowa,  writes  that  they
aI'e  doing extensive  Planting  at  his  camp-maple,  ash,  oak,  elm,  and  popla1®
transplants  of  wild  seedlings;  and  a  good  many  oak,  buckeye,  and  hickory
from  seed  beds.
Everett  B.  Speaker,  ex.  '29,  is  assi,stant  to  the  supe1-intendent  Of  fisheries
at  ArnoldJs  Park,  Iowa.    He  says  that  his  wo1-k  iS  exceedingly  interesting,
and   covers   such   subjl`cts   as   fisll   Cultu1-al   wo1-k,   Stl'eam   and   lake   recon-
ditioning,   determining   the   dissolved   oxygell   COntent   Of   Iowa   wate1-S   in
winter,   and  surveys  of  State  p1-OPeI-ties   and  Stl-eamS.
H.  A.  Sveusen,  ex.  '27,  received  his  J.  F.  appointment  at  Houston,  Mo.,
in  October.    He was  married  on  August  18,  1933.
C.  M.  Swanson,  '32,  sa,ys,   ttSay  hello   to   eve1-yOne  fO1'   me;   hope   a,1l  the
boys  a1'e keeping  their  Chins  uP  and  the  old  socks  clean.J'
C.  R.  Towne,  '25,  with  the  Fo1-eSt  Sel-vice  at  Steamboat  Springs,   Colo.:
ttSpent  the  summer  in  Kansas  in  char-ge  Of  a  VeteranSJ  Conservation  Camp
-erosioln  work  on  private  land.     Was  retu1®ned   tO   Steamboat   Springs   in
November  to  take  charge  of  the  Fol'est  work.    We  have  accomplished  work
on  the  Routt  Forest  this  past  summer  and  fall  tllat  would  o1'dinarily  have
taken  a  period  of  15  years.     If  we   do   next   summer-  half  Of  What  We  a1®e
planning  we  will  be  20  years  ahead  of  our-  plans.     P1'OSPeCtS  now  are  Very
good  fol-new  timber  operations  to  stal't  up  anytime:   tie  timber  and  some
of  our  large  aspen  timber.'J
E.  L.  Vinton,  '27,  with  the  Wisconsin  Conse1-VatiOn  Depal®tment:   ttMoser.
Smith,   and   Barney   Wigging   have  visited.     Expect   to   see   Jim   M,cGlade
when  he  hits  town.     Visited  with  Ed  LeeJs  b1-Othel-  at  Drummond  and  re-
ceived  Ed's  regards.
3f     3!     3!
Alumni Directory
1896
Sherman,  E.  A.-Assoc.  Chief,  U.S.F.S.,  4103  Milita1'y  Road,  Washington,   `
D.a.
1900
Mast,  W.  H.-Pres.,  Iowa  Nu1-Sel®ymen'S  Assoc.,  Davenport,  Iowa.
1901
Stivers,  E.  D.-Dept.  of  Ag.  Education,  Knoxville,  Tenn.
1904
Merritt,  M.  L.-AssJt.  regional  forester,  Juneau,  Alaska.
1907
Balthis, R. F.-AssJt.  state  fo1'eStel-, A.  & M.  College,  College  Station,  Tex.
Kupfer,   C.   A.-Underwriter,   Equitable   Life   Assurance   Society,   4324
N.  E.  26th Ave., Portland,  Ore.
1909
Allen,  Shirley  W.-Pl~ofessor  of  forestry,  Dept.  o£  Fo1-eStry,  Ann  Arbor,
h_|ich.
1911
Barrett,  Robert  L.-Room  304,  Court  House,  Ozark,  Mo.
Freeman,  F.  G.-Fruit  business,  214  W.  5th  St.,  Santa  Ana,  Ca1.
Hoffman,  A.  F.~Forest  supervisor,  Montezuma  NatJl.  For.,  Mancos,  Colo.
Smith,  P.  I.-County agent,  Redfield,  S.  D.
Whitham,  J.  C.-U.S.F.S.,  Boseman,  Mont.
1912
Lessel,  I.  R.-AssJt.  supel-viso1-,  Gila  NatJ1.  For.,  Silver  City,  N.  M.
Maney,  I.  J.-920  Brookridge  Ave.,  Ames,  Iowa.
O'Banion,  A.  C.-County  agent,  Pa1'k  Rapids,  Mich.
Olmstead, R. A.-In charge  of a  fruit ranch,  Dundee,  Ore.
Richmond,   H.   H.-Owner   of   a   logging   and  mercantile   business,   Cass
IJake,  Minn
smith,  w'.  A.-Whittler  State  School,  1361  S.  Greenleaf,  Whittler,  C'a1.
Truax,  I.  R.-For.  Prod.  Lab.,  Madison,  Wis.
1913
Baxter,  L.  J.-Fa1'ming  at  Galva,  Iowa.
Clark, H. B.-Pres.  and Mgr.,  Sioux-White  Motor Co.,  1701  S.  Paxton  St.,
Sioux  City,  Iowa.
Hensel,  R.-Buildings  and  g1-OundS  dePt.,  Texas  A.  &  M.  College,  College
Station.
Ringheim,  Horace  I.-Monarcll  Lumber  Co.,  Ell'ose,  Saskatchewan,  Can-
ada.
Steffen,  E.  H.-Head,  Dept.  of  Forest1-y,  State  College  of  Washington,
Pullman.
Watts,  L.  F.-Dir.,  Nol-tIlel'n  Rocky  Mountain  For.  Exp.  Std.,  425  Eddy
Ave.,   Missoula,   Mont.
1914
Hassel,  W.  C.-Supt.  of  Schools,  Salem,  Iowa.
Hayes,  Ralph  W.-Head  of  the  Forestry  Dept.,  Louisiana  State  Univ.,
Baton Rouge.
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Nagel,  W.  M.-Supervisor,  Blackfeet  Nat'l.  Fo1-.,  Missoula,  Mont.
Sterett,  J.  C.-Re,al  estate  dealer,  Villa  Pa1'k,  Ill.
Van  Boskirk,  S.  S.-U.S.F.S.,  EphI'iam,  Utah.
Wolf,  E.  T.-Operating  a  resort,  Pend  O1-eille  Lake,  Sandpoint,  Idaho.
Wolven,  Ray-Standard  Oil  Co.,  333  E.  Bishop  St.,  Santa  Ana,  Ca1.
1915
Bode,  I.  I.-Warden,  State  Fish  and  Game  Commission,   State   House,
Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Harley,  W.  P.-AssJt.  mgl~.,  J.  C.  Baldridge  Lumbela  Co.,  1415  W.  New
York  Ave.,  Albuquerque,  N.  M.
Hicks,  L.  E.-Forestry  foreman,  E.C.W.,  403  Mal-ion  St.,  Boone,  Iowa.
Schreck,  R.  G.-Owner  of  a  lumbe1~  COmPany,  East  Tawas,  Mich.
1916
Cassidy,  H.  O.-S.  W.  For.  &  Range  Exp.  Sta.,  304  Ag.  Bldg.,  Univ.  of
Arizona,  Tuscon.
Cornell,  Harvey  H.-a/o  Herbert  MaieI',  Dist.  officer,  N.  P.  S.,  Customs
Bldg.,  Denver,  Colo.
Geisler,  Max-Adv.  mgr.,  Hal-I-y  Alter-  Co.,  5204  She1'idan  Rd.,  Chicag'o,
Ill.
McCarthy,  C.  C.-Ass't.  city  engr.,  125  Ash,  Ames,  Iowa.
Plagge,  H.  H.-Iowa Agr.  Exp.  Sta.,  Ames.
Plagge,   N.   O.-Owner,  Plagge  Home  Fu1'niShing   Co.,   109   Garfield  St.,
BaI'l`ingtOn,  Ill.
Rumbaugh,  W.  R.-Farming,  Collins,  Iowa.
1917
Hartman,   G.   B.-Plant   supt.,   c1'eOSOting   diV.,   Long   Bell   Lumber   Co.,
311  Broad  St.,  De  Bidder,  La.
Lambe'rt,  Bernice  L.-Charles  C'ity,  Iowa.
Quint,  H.  J.-Dentist,  203  Lawson  Bldg.,  Glendale,  Cal.
Stokes,  Ralph  R.-Woods  foreman,  EdwaI'd  Rutledge  Lumbe1-  Co.,J  CloeuI®
d'Alene,  Idaho.                                                                                                           s
1918
Davis,  E.  M.-Wood  tech.,  Fol-.   Pl'od.  Lab.,   Madison,   Wig.
Donahoo,  J.  F.-3148  Iowa  Ave.,  FI-eSnO,  Ca1.
Hadlock,  F.  D.-Dry  kiln  operation,  Westel'n  Electl-ic  Co.,  506   Central
Ave.,  Cranford,  N.  J.
Rehmann,  I.  W.-Real  estate,  605  Flynn  Bldg`.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
192O
Baker,  Carroll  J.-3514  2nd  Ave.  So.,  Minneapolis,  Minn.
Deming,  Milo   H.-AssJt.   range   examine1',   Inte1-mountain   Fol®.   &   Range
Exp.  Sta.,  Ogden, Utah.
Fletcher,   R.   A.-ForemanJs   Fund   InsuI'aIICe   Co.,   10   Murdock   CouI-t,
Oakland,  Gal.
Hoyer,  V.  B.-Supt.  of  schools,  Battle  C1'eek,  Iowa.
I,oy,  E.  C.-E.C.W.  fol'eman,  Tilford,  S.  D.
Moorhead,  J.  W.~]:3epI'eSentatiVe,  N.   Y.  Life  Insu1'anCe  Co.,   4921   Clin-
ton  Ave.,  Richmond,  C'al.
Morrel1,  F.  W.-AssJt.  forester,  U.  S.  F.  S.,  WashiIlgtOn,  D.  C.
Poshusta,  D.  C.-Camp  SupJt.,  E.C.W.  Camp,  McGl-ego1',  Iowa.
Wall,  Lloyd  A.-U.  S.  F.  S.,  Flagstaff,  Ariz.
1921
Cormany,  C.  P.-Fl'ank  Politer  Lumbel'  Co.,  1814  N.  CentI'al  Pal'k  Ave.,
Chica,go,  Ill.
risk,  V.  C.-\E.a.W.  Foreman,  Atlantic,  Iowa.
Patronize
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Helm, H. J.-Carson NatJl.  For.,  Taos,  N.  M.
Ling,  Won  Ming-Pl~ovincial  School  of  Ag.,  Fukien,  China.
Patrick,  O.  K.-Cr`3OSOting  dePt.,  Long  Bell  Lumber  Co.,  De  Bidder,  La.
1922
Buck,  K.  J.-3634  IJafayette,  Omaha,  Neb.
Eggers,  W.  C.-Salesman,  Long  Bell  Lumber  Co.,  1631  Northwest  Drive,
Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Fennell,  R.   E.-AssJt.   supt.,   Prudential   Insul-ance   Co.,   310   N.   Illinois
St.,  Indianapolis,  Iud.
Moravets,  F.  L.-Pacific  Northwest  Exp.  Sta.,  New  U.  S.  Court  House,
6th  &  Main  St.,  Pol-tland,  Ore.
Morris,  R.  D.-U.  S.  F.  S.,  Box  157,  Alamogol-do,  N.  M.
Pohle,  E.   W.-State  property   audito1`,   863   Wlallel-   St.,   Sam   Francisco,
Ca1.
1923
Becraft,  Raymond  J.-Assoc.  prof.  of  range  mgt.,  Utah  State  Agr.  Col-
lege,  606  N.  4 East,  Logan.
Bogen, A.  J.-LeM'ars,  Iowa.
Dunn,  Paul M.-Assoc.  prof.  of fo1®eSt1-y,  Utah  State  Agr.  College,  Logan.
Prout,  Clarence-DIY.  of  for.,  State  Office  Bldg.,  St.  Paul,  Minn.
Trenk,  Fred  B.-Conservation  dept.  of  Wis.  and  extension  forester,  Uni-
`Tel®Sity   Of  Wis.,   Madison.
Watkins,  E.  W.-P.  O.  Box  3900,  Portland,  Ol'e.
1924
Martin,  C.  W.-Chippendale  Nu1~Sel-ieS,  Old  Lyme,  Conn.
Miller,  A`.  F.-Forest  supervisol-,  Manistee  Purchase  Unit,  U.   S.   F.   S.,
Manistee,  Mich.
Butter,  Frank-F1-auk  J.  PoI®ter  Lumbel'  Co.,  Chicago,  Ill.
1925
Correll,  L.  M.-AssJt.  supervisor,  Sam  Eel-na1®dinO  NatJ1.  For.,  209  Fedel--
al  Bldg.,  Sam  Bernardino,  Ca1.
Durrell,  G.  R.-Oklahoma  Forest  Service,  Box  153,  Broken  Bow,  Okla.
Howel1,  Joseph,  jr.-U.  S.  Indian  Se1®ViCe,  Keams  Canyon,  AI-iZ.
Nelson,  DeWitt-AssJt.  forest  supervisor,  Shasta  NatJl.  For.,  Mt.  Shasta,
Gal.
Towne,  C.  R.-U.  S.  F.  S.,  Steamboat  Springs,  Colo.
1926
Barnoske,  F.  M.-Wheeler  Lumbel-,  Bl-idge  &  Supply  Co.,  Box  391,  Hast-
ings,  Neb.
Clemmensen,  N.  K.~E.C.W.  Fo1®eman,  623  Pine  Bluff  St.,  Malvern,  Ark.
Downey,  E.  J.-Woods  supJt.,  Long  Bell  Lumber  Co.,  Many,  La,.
Farnsworth,  C.  E.-AssJt.  prof.,  N.  Y.  State  College  of  Forestry,  State
Ranger  School,  Wanakena.
Greet,  C.  H.-Salesman,  Cul-tis  Co.,  1921  Woodland  Ave.  N.  W.,  Canton,
Ohio.
Harrison,  C.  L.-Se,nior  forest  ranger,  U.  S.  F.  S.,  Lead,  S.  D.
Hasek,  Milvoj-S.  S.  Kresge  Co.,  3235  1st  St.,  Beloit,  Wis.
Hogan,  J.  B.-Dist.  ranger,  U.  S.  F.  S.,  Republic,  Wash.
Kouba,  I.  F.-Wig.  Conservation  Comm.,  Route  9,  West  Madison.
Mclntirel,  G.  S.-AssJt.  state  forester,  Lansing,  Mich.
McKennan,  R.  B.-Forest  supervisoI',  U.  M.  Nat'l.  For.,  Munising,  Mich.
Campttf   IIeadqudrleprf
for    StttdentS
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Pickfolrd,  G.  D.-AssJt.  silvicultul'ist,  G1-eat  Basin  Exp.  Sta.,  872  23l-d     t.,
Ogden,  Utah.
Schulze,  N.  C.-1200  N.  Foothill  Blvd.,  Pasadena,  Cal.
Svendby,  Clarence-Instl'uctor  in  fo1'eStry,  State  College  of  Washington,
400  Columbia  Ave.,  Pullman.
Tharp,  O.  E.-J-uniol-  fol'este1-,  Umatilla,  NatJl.  For-.,  Entel-pl'ise,  Ore.
Walling,  R.  C.-Chicago  Mill  &  Lumbel~  Co.,  Chicago,  Ill.
West,  J.  W.-Dist.  I-angel-,  Idaho  NatJl.  Fo1'.,  Rosebel'l-y,  Idaho.
1927
Fullerton,  Nei1-Junior  forestel-,  St.  Joe  NatJ1.  Fol'.,  St.  Mal'ies,  IdallO.
Gibbs,  J.  A.-Extension  forester,  Conn.  Ag.  Col1.,  Storl-s,  Conn.
Hutchins,  G.  C.-Ownel-,  Rainbow  T1'Out  Fat-m,  Route  1,  Hendel-son,  Colo.
Latham,  O.  L.-N.  Y.  State  Rangel'  School,  College  o±'  Forestry,  Wana-
kena.
Mckinley, R. M.-Supt.  C.C.C.  camp  alld Dist.  I-ang'el',  Ha1'lley  Nat'l.  Fol'.,
Keystone,  S.  D.
McLaren,  Cecil-Fo1'eSte1-,  Tomahawk  Kl'aft  Pape1®  Co.,  Tolnahawk,  Wis.
Nagle,  John-Clearwatel'  Lumber  Co.,  928  Tenth  Ave.,  Lewiston,  Idaho.
Rindt,  C.  A.-Forestel®,  Nekoosa-Edwa1-dS  PapeI'  Co.,  Butternut,  Wis.
Schipull,  W.  I.-Technical  assJt.,  Montezuma  NatJl.  Fol'.,  Mancos,  Colo.
Turney,  G.  A.-Distl~ict  Ranger,  Wyoming  Nat'l.  For.,  Bedford,  Wyo.
Vinton,  E.  L.-Wis.  Conservation  Dept.,  1603  21st  St.,  SupeI'iO1',  Wis.
Wigging,  A.  V.-E.C.W.  fol-Oman,  Council  Bluffs,  Iowa.
1928
Armstrong,  G.  W.-Distl'ict  Rangel',  Ang'eles  NatJl.  Fo1-.,   Sier1'a  MadI-e,
Cal.
Ball,  D.  R.-For-eSt  SuPe1-Visor,  Ill.   Pul-chase   Units,   Harl'isburg,   Ill.
Battell,  Sam-U.S.F.S.,  Eagle  Rivel',  Wig.
Boeckh,   F.  E.-Forestel-   and  timl,e1'   SuP't.,   Bul'1ingtoll  Land   and   Tim-
be1'  Co.,  Burlington,  Iowa.
Hill,  EdwirLSalesman,  Buttel'  Tub  Co.,  Stol-y  City,  Iowa.
Iverson,  Ray-Senior  I-ange1',  ThI-ee  Lakes,  Wis.
Kahler,  L.  H.~E.C.W.fo1-elnan,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Iowa.
Kreager,  Paul-But-eau  o£  Biological  Sul-vey,  lWashington,  D.  C.
Lau,  V.  C.-Pulp  and  paper  tester,  CI-OWn  Willamette  Co.,  Camas,  Wash.
Lepley,   W.   M.-Dept.   of   psychology,   Penn.   State   College,   State   Col-
]eto`o-e,  Pa.
Lester,  Orville  F.-Fa1®ming,  Route  No.  1,  Indianola,  Iowa.
Lundberg,  R.  O.-Edwal~d  Hines,  Westel'n  Pine  Co.,  Box  146,  Bul-ns,  Ol'e.
McG]ade,  James-U.S.F.S.,  344  Fedel-al  Bldg.,  Duluth,  Minn.
Meginnis,   H.   G.-Southel®n   Fol-.   Exp.   Sta.,   348   Ba1'Onne   St.,   New   Ol--
leallS,  La.
Peters,  G.  J.-Box  145,  Mal'ienville,  Pa.
Ratliff,  Mark-U.S.F.S.,  Box  634,  La1'amie,  Wyo.
Potty,   Poland-Junior-   Forestel',   Ha]sey,   Neb.
Sonner,   Orville-F:ll-ming,   Hamburg,   Iowa.
Sullivan,   W.   F.-Insurance   salesmaI1,   Associated   Indemnity   Co1'P.,   351
Tul®k  St.,  Sam  F1®anCiSC,O,  Cal.
Wicks,  Walter-Electl-ical  Reseal-ch   Pl'oducts   Co.,   Plymoutll   Bldg.,   6th
St.  &  Hennepin,  Minneapolis,  Minn.
1929
Battey,  Lawrence-E.C.W.  fol-eman,  McG1-egOr,  Iow.'l.
Beveridge,  W.  M.~Dist.  l'aI]ger,  Ct,conillO  NatJl.  Fol-.,  Flagstaff,  A1-iZ.
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Chapman,  A.  G.-Dept.  of Botany,  Ohio  S,tate  Univ.,  Columbus.
Christeneen,  I.  L.-Eagle  Grove,  Iowa.
Hansoln, N. B.-U. S. Indian Service, Rosebud, S. D.
Holding,   A.   L.-District   Ranger,   Warm   Sp1'ingS   Indian   Reservation,
Warm  Springs,  Ore.
Howell, E. M.-Acquisition work, U.S.F.S., Van Buren,  Mo.
Kulp,  J.  W.-E.C.W.  Foreman,  Box  X,  Cass  Lake,  Minn.
McCutchen,  A.  A.-District  ra,nger,  Wichita  N,atJ1.  For.,  Cache,  Okla.
Morey,   H.   F.-Northeastern   For.   Exp.   Sta.,   335   Prospect   St.,   New
llaven,  Conn.
Olson, R. W.-U.S.F.S.,  Three Lakes,  Wig.
Scholz,  H.  F.-Lake  States  For.  Exp.  Sta.,  U.  Far-m,  St.  Paul,  Minn.
1930
Abell,   (Stoughto,n)   Margaret-Juniol-   fo]~este1-,   Appalachian   For.   Exp.
Sta.,  223  Federal  Bldg.,  Asheville,  N.  a.
Burkett,  L.  B.-I)ist.  Ranger,  Pattiway,  Ca1.
DeBower,  Richard-Cook  County  Rese1'Ve,  5108  N.  Leavitt,  Chicago,  Ill.
Diemer,  J.  A.-Lake  States  For.  Exp.  Sta.,  Univ.  Farm,  St.  Paul,  Minn.
Heacox,  Edwin-Purchasing  Dept.,  Weyel-hausel-  Lumber  Co.,  Longview,
"a\sh.
Holtz,  R.  D.-Indian E.C.W.,  Zuni,  N.  M.
Klug,  William,  jr.-Plant   Chemist,   NatJl.   IJumbel-   and  Creosoting   Co.,
3544  Paseo,  Kansas  City,  Mo.
Marriage,  Leste'r~E.C.W.  foreman,  Sil`ter  Lake  Camp,  Fifield,  Wig.
5E
®   Big      J®Ob,      little
job,     any     job     is    a     4-
SQUARE    J'Ob    now   that
improved, guaranteed lum-
ber   is  ready  in  all  items
and  grades.
®  Less   work   with
square  and  saw  when  you
use  this  square-end,  exact
®  This     improved,     length,   improved   lumber.
guaranteed,     trademarked     Guaranteed     and     trade-
lumber  costs  no  more  than    marked bytheworld'slarg-
ordinary  lumber.                       est lumber manufacturer.
SOLD BY
Leading  Lumber  Dealers EverywLlere




Better  for  any  outdoo1-  Calling'  be-
cause   of   their   comfort,    conveni-
ence  and  lolng  wear.     The  favor-ite
of  foresters  practically  everywhel®e.
Have    ample    pocket    1®OOm,    Seams
that  do  not  rip  and  buttons  that
stay   put.     Dressy   in   appeal-anCe,
yet   famolus   for   service.     Come   in
Forestry   ClotII   Or   Shedpel   Khaki.
Reasonable  in  price.
Complete  illustrated  catalog'   of  Filson   Better   Outdoolo   Clothes
is  free  on  request.    A  mighty  llandy  guide  tO  Outdoor  comfort.
a.a.   FILSON   CO.
2d at Madison                                         Seattle, Washington
Mickey,  M.  H.-E.C.W.  foI-eman,  McG1+egOlo,  Iowa.
Millard,  M.  D.-Juniol'  Fol'estel',  Wyoming  NatJ1.  Fol~.,  Daniel,  Wyo.
Moessner,  K.  E.-E.C.W.  for-eman,  Tl~out  Lake,  Mich.
INicholls,  F.  A.-Route  N'o.  3,  Mont1-OSe,  Colo.
Pelcaro,  G.  J.-Fiber  boal-d  plant  engineer,  U.  S.  Gypsum  Co.,  812  Star-
ling  St.,  Greenville,  Miss.
Runke1,  S.  T.-E.C.W.  technician,  518  13th  St.,  Ames,  Iowa.
Smith,  M.  J.-E.C.W.  foreman,  Milford,  Iowa.
Sodelrberg,    Go\rdon-lQueal   Lumber    Co..    224    East    Grand    Ave.,    Des
Moines,  Iowa.
Stoeckler,  Joe-Lake  States  Fol-.  Exp.  Sta.,  Univ.  Farm,  St.  Paul,  Minn.
Wambold,  I.  D.~Sterling  City,  Ca1.
1931
Benson,  E.  H.-Randolph,  Neb.
Boeger,  H.  J.-E.C.W.  fol®eman,  SllenaIldOah,  Iowa.
Brands,   A.   W.-Fol'est   techIliCian,   U.S.F.S.,   4615   Southern   Parkway,
Louisville,  Ky.
Chase,  C.  D.-ComputeI-,  Land  Acquisition  Project,  Chippewa,  NatJl.  For.,
l614  4th  St.  S.  E.,  Minneapolis,  M'inn.
Chipman,  R.  L.-Forest   Sulovey  supervisor,  901  N.  4th  St.,  Burlington,
Iowa.
Dodge,  A.  F.-E.a.W.  foremall,  Bunch,  Iowa.
Carver, R.  D.-For.  Prod.  Lab., Madison,  Wig.
Griswold,  Gerald-AssJt.  range1',  U.S.F.S.,  Hot  Spl'ings,  A1®k.
Hough,  J.  P.-AssJt.  Rangel',  Coluln1,ia  Na,tJ1.  Fol1.,  Cat-SOn,  Wash.
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Ilch,   D.   M.-Califol'nia   For.   Exp.   Std.,   331   GiallIlini   Hall,   U.   of   C.,
Berkeley.
Kruse,  G.  W.-E.C.W.  calnP  SuPjt.,  CCC  714,  G1'and  Marais,  Minn.
Lubberts,  D.  R.-Blistel'   l'ust   control,   U.   S.   Bull.   Plant   Ind.,   216   Ag.
1[all,  Ames,  Iowa.
McCormick,  L.  E.-Dist.  forestel',  Tennessee  Fol-.  Sel-vice,  Jackson.
Moser, Harold-Lake States Fol'. Exp.  Sta.,  St.  Paul,  Minn.
Newland,  H.  B.-,Kentucky  F'or.  Sel-vice,  Stearns,  Ky.
Priester,  F.  I.-E.C.W.  foreman,  WinteI'Set,  Iow£l.
Roche,  L.  J.-E.C.W.  foreman,  Winte1'Set,  Iowa.
Smith,  C.  T.-Wisconsin  Consel®lTatiOn  I)ept.,   Madison.
Thielking,  K.  F.-New  LondonJ  Wig.
Unser,  G.  L.-GardeneI-,  Barnal-dsville,  N.  J.
Ziebarth,   Kurt-Studying   fol®   Doctol'js   degl-ee,   Hal-va1®d   Fol~est,   Petel'-
sham,  Mlass.
Zimmerman,  E.  W.-E.C.W.  fo1'eman,  Pol®tage  Ri\Tel'  CtllnP,  Fly,  Minn.
1932
Anderson,  Helmer-,Pol'tage  Rivelo  Camp,  Box  120,  Fly,  Minn.
Coons,  Harold-E.C.W.  fol-eman,  621  Fl'anklin  St.,  Council  Bluffs,  Iow,1.
Dyksterhuis,,  E.  J.-TJ.S.F.S.,  Alamogol'do,  hT.  M.
Giffen,  W.  D.-E.C.W.  foreman,  Camp  Moose  Ri`'el',  Glidden,  Wis.
Gray,  G.  J.-U.S.F.S.,  Silvelo  City,  N.  M.
Harmon,  W.  H.-Homesteading,  Elk  City,  Ore.
Hinldey,  Harry  S.-Juniolo  fOreStel-,  Gl'eat  Basin  Fol'.  Exp.  Sta.,  Ogden,
Utah.
Intermill,  W.  W.-U.S.F.S.,  Thleee  Lakes,  Wis.
Kline\,   G.   J.-Technical   foremaI1,   Supel'io1'   Nat'1.   Fol'.,   G1'and   Malaais,
Minn.
Potter,  E.  D.-Juniol-  Fol®ester,  Hot  Springs,  Al'k.
Schaefer,  O.  A.-U.S.F.S.,  Kenton,  Mich.
Swanson,  C.  M.-N.R.A.  technician,  Camp  D.,  Ely,  Minn.
1933
Anderson,  C.  E.-Junio1-  fOl'eStel-,  U.S.F.S.,  Route  No.   1,  Benton,   Tenn.
Bailey,  G.  E.-E.C.-W.  f'oreman,  ShenaIldOal1,  Iowa.
Dannen,   D.   L.-\Eloosion  tecllniCian,   CilJOla   NatJl.   Fo1-.,   Box   556,   Albu-
quel-que,  N.  M.
Dunn,  M.  R.-State  Fo1'eStry  DepaI'tment   (E.C.W.   fo1'eman)   Wartburg,
Tenn.
Ferrin,  J.  W.-Delta,  Colo.
Gibson,  L.  M.-Haloris,  Iowa.
Gottschalk,  F.  W.--Indian  Se1'ViC'e,  Zuni,  N.  M.
Grau,  E.  H.-E.C.W.  foreman,  Oskaloosa,  Iow¬1.
Graves,  W.  I.-CamTJ  F-23-N,  Santa,  Fe,  N.  M.
Hart,  E.  D.-Studying  f'or  A.B.   degl'ee   at  U.   of  Mie,h.,   509   E.   Jeffcl'-
son  Ave.,  Ann Arbor.
Harvey, R.  R.-E.a.W. work, Lamont,  Iowa.
Henrikson,  E.  L.-E.C.W.  foreman,  McGl~ego1®,  Iowa.
Jauch,  Jacob-E.C.W.  supJt.,  Mondeaux  River  Camp,  WestboI-O,  Wis.
Kowski,  F.  F.-Technical  foloeman,  E.C.W.  Camp  F-17,  Capitan,  N.  M.
McComb,  A.  L.-Florest  experimentalist,  I.   S.  C.,  Ames,  Iowa.
Olson,  E.  F.-Camp  McClosky,  Marion,  N.  C.
Ponomareff,  INicholas-U.S.F.S.,  Williams,  Ariz.
Sack,  Ivan-U.S.F.S , Ruth,  Ca1.
Steavenson, H. A.-E.C.W. foreman,  Fail'  Gl-ounds,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Stone,  W.  E.-E.C.W.  Camp  F-1,  Rude,  M`iss.
Directory of Ex-Students
1909
Jeanson,  R.  E.-1718  Kalle  St.,  Los  Angeles,  Gal.
1910
Black,   Clyde-Dall:ls   Centel',   Iowa.
1912
Cathcart,  C.  S.-1413  47th  St.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Crolnin,  I.  J.-Sibley,  Iowa.
Ha,l1,  E.  H.-Whiting,  Iowa.
Montgolmery,   Charles   J.-AgeIlt,   Ag1-iCultul'al   Insu1'allCe   Co.,   1803   5tll
Ave.,  Rock  Island,  Ill.
Storm,  A.  V.-611  5th  St.,  S.  E.,  MiIlneaPOlis,  Minn.
Wilcox,  H.  F.-Senior  foil.  1-ange1®,  Plumas  NatJl.  For.,  G1'eenVille,  Cat.
Wygle,  L.  P.-Fal~ming,  lWhite  Elk  Vineyards,  Keokuk,   Iowa.
1913
Brown,  D.  K.-Halola]1,  Iowa.
Horton,  F.  V.-AssJt.  regiollal  fol'este1®,  Box  4137,  Pol'tlalld,  Ol'c.
Isakson,  A.  E.-Ca,nton,  S.  D.
1914
Garst,  Morrison-405  Crockel-  Bldg.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
1915
Betts,  E.   G.-Dept.   of  Recl'eation,   Camps,   and   Playgl'ounds,   Swa1'tOut,
Gal.
Isch,   D.   H.-Seniol®   £ol-.   rallge1',   Pal-k   Fa]]s,   Wig.
Petheran,   H.   D.-Technical   assjt.,   Pike   NatJ1.   Fol'.,   Colo1'aClo   Spl'ings,
Colo.
1916
Feltus,   V.  M.-27  FJVallS  A1'e.,   Fl'eepol't,   L.   I.,   N.   Y.
Holmes,  A.  E.-Whiting,  Iowa.
Ineck,  C.  H.-Winner,  S.  D.
Wormhaudt,  H.-Division  &  Willa1'd  St.,  Ottumwa,  Iow.'l.
1917
Broderson,   Hanls-208   E.   F1'emO11t,   DeIliSOn,   Iowa.
Evans,  J.  H.-State  Cente1-,  Iowa.
Jo,nes,   Leslie-Evel'1y,   Iowa.
Moss,   D.   W.-Sec'y-t1'eaS.,   Ceda1'   Lumbar   Co.,   717   W.   7th   St.,   Cedar
Falls,  Iowa.
1918
Good,  E.  H.-Pel-u,  Neb.
Hawcott,  W.  E.-Algona  Va1+iety  Stol'e,   Algona,   Iowa.
1919
Atkins,  J.  W.-Columbia,  S.  D.
Brown,    Forest-57th   Ae1®O    Squad1®On,    Selfridge    Field,    Mt.    Clements,
Mich.
Hesner,  Harold-Strawbel-ry  Point,  Iowa.
Hess,  Geo,rge-Washta,  Iowa.
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Jaeger,  H.  F.-40  Kenwood  Ave.,  Davcnpo1't,  Iowa.
McCarro,1l,  John-635  46th  St.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Martin,  R.  G.-Hancock,  Iowa..
Wilkins,  J.  P.-M,onticello,  Iowa.
Yeager,  W.  R.-638  Lee  St.,  S.  W.,  Atlanta,  Ga.
1920
Beam,   Donald-924  Brookridge  Ave.,   Ames,   Iow£l.
Davidsoln,  Warren-4521  Fontenelle  Blvd.,  Omaha,  Nob.
Ducharme,  E.  F.-Gowrie,  Iowa.
ITunn,  Paul-1407  N.  3rd  St;.,  Clinton,  Iowa.
Raffauf,  C.  B.-Chatham  St.,  Independence,  Iowa.
1921
Conger,  D.  E.-3404  Iola  Ave.,  Des  MoillCS,  Iow{l.
Hawley,  A.-J.-C'1arinda,  Iowa.
1922
Berckhan,  A.   D.-340   S.   Coverdale,   Log  Angeles,   Ca1.
Carr,  Kenneth-Clarion,  Iowa.
Forsyth,  Lealie-2036  Estesl  Ave.,  Chicago,  Ill.
Hamlin,  M.  J.-1543  7th  St.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Painel,  C.  R.-Eagle  Gloove,  Iowa.
Shellito,  H.  S.-Highway  Commission,  Ames,  Iowa.
Williams,  W.  K.,  jr.-160   Wilson  Ave.,   Columbus,   Ollio.
1923
McDowell,  W.  E.-1024  Harding,  Ames,  Iowa.
College Savings Bank




CEDAR RAPIDJ|,               IOWA
DJJ1£  a    a   2-98Z7
The  FOKESTEKS
Men's  Wear  Headquarters
OLMSTED   COLLEGE  SHOP
At  the  CclmpuS  ExchSively
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ATTENTION   FORESTERS
Headquarters for Camp Supplies
Camp  Axes                          Pocket Knives
Fishing  Tackle




CAMPUS  DRUG  COMPANY
ALL  THE  SLOGAN  IMPLIES
"A  REAL  DRUG  STORE"
2430 Lincoln Way                                         West Ames, Iolwa
DROP IN AT THE
BLACK AND WHITE
FOR
SIZZLING  HAMBURGERS       STEAMING  COFFEE
LINCOLN  WAY  WEST  OF  LYNN
Palmer,  H.  S.~Box  127,   Holbl'ook,   A1-iZ.
Pooh.  F.  J.-Technical  ass't..  Salt  Isabel  Nt'1tJl.  For..  Pueblo.  Colo.
1924
Hushes,  Andrew-Strawbel-I-y  Point,  Iowa.
Jacobsl,  E.  R.-1032   2nd  AITe.   S.,  Minneapolis,   Minn.
Mersereau,  Roswell-132  S.  Spl'ing  Ave.,  LaGl~ange,  Ill.
Riddle',  Elting-M¬diapolis,  Iowa.
Wright,  M.  L.-317  S.  Sherbul'n  Dl-.,  Los  Angeles,  Ca1.
1925
Baldridge,  Fran,k-E.  C.  W.  Foreman,  1817  Clark  St.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.
Blair,  P.  C.-Alvolod,  Iowa.
Haw,  S.  H.-Ha1'dWal'e buSilleSS,  203  W.  5th  St.,  Ottumwa,  Iowa.
Heine,  Henry-E.C.W.  camp  supJt.,  Glenn  Camp  F-1,  Ava,  Ill.
Kruse,  Harvey-16594  Pillehurst,  Detroit,   Mich.
Mollison,  A.  W.-For.  supervisor,  Red  Lake  Indian  FoloeSt,  Red  Lake,
Minn.
Polkinghorn,  Lee-201  May  St.,  Stol-m  Lake,  Iowa.
1926
Anderson,  W.  M.-3003  Chartiel-s  St.,  Houston,  Tex.
Jacks,on,  Robert-Manilla,  Iowa.
Oja,  O.  W.-273  Fremont,  Syl'acuse,  N.  Y.
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Shawhan,   R.   F.-1234   S.   Georgia,   a,/o   Evening   HeI'ald,   Log   Angeles,
Ca1.
Zobe1,  Ray-Pl-incipll  Of  Schools,  Pl-ospect,   Ore.
1927
Dell,  H.  H.-142  Virginia  St.,  Santa  Fe,  N.  M.
Flindt,  P.  J.-505  W.  W'ashington   St.,   Fail-field,   Iowa.
Garrison,  P.  M.-Forester,   Great  Southern  Lumbel-   Co.,   Bogalusa,   La.
Hamilton,  J.  C.-311  S.  M'aple,  Ames,  Iowa.
Roupe,  Vincent-Larimer  &   Shaffe1-   Co.,  Ceda1~  Rapids,  Iowa.
Sawye'r,  P.  H.-Sioux  Rapids,  Iowa.
Svenson,  H.  A.-U.S.F.S.,  Houston,  Mo.
1928
Battell,  W.  P.-2nd.  lieut.,  U.  S.  Ma1-ine  Col'ps,  U.  S.  S.  Saratoga,  a/o
Postmaster,  Sam  Pedro,  Cat.
1929
Crom,  D.  D.-E.   C.  W.  camp  sup't.,  Mt.  Hebo  Camp  F-27,  Hebo,   Ore.
Muceus,  J.  A.-123  N.  Lincoln  Way,  Ames,  Iowa.
Oberhauser,  L.  B.-Belmond,  Iowa.
Pinne,  A.  W.-For.  technician,  Dept.  of  Conse1-VatiOn,  Coll'ydon,  Iud.
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Children  a  Specialty
109  Welch                              Phone  374
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Sleep Warm all Night
IN  YOUR
WOODSSLEEPINGROBE
NO   DRAFTS-no  early  lnOrning  Chill-just  solid  comfort  from  bed-time  togetting-up  time.  And  why  not!  You-re  t'7t,St,Zct£cd  all  around  with  soft,  warm
Everlive  Down  from  Northern  waterfow1!    And  zippered  up  snugly  in  a  wind-
proof,   water-resisting   fabric   cover-.    You   control   ventilation-and   your   robe
ctZowcbgr8  lets  body  moisture  Out.  Pure  wool  lining.  Tape-drawn  head  flap.  Easy  to
pack.  Easy  to  air-opens  out  flat.  First  choice  of  lumbermen,  foresters  the  past
25  years.  Three  sizes.  Five  weights.  $26.50  to  $62.50.  Pack  bag  and  straps  in-
cluded.   Ask  your  deaJler-o1-  Order  direct.    We  pay  shipping  cost.    Folder  free.






Goods  and  Stocks
2528   Lincoln   Way
Phone   358-W








Thomas,  J.   H.-Cu]`tis   W1'ight   Airplane   Co.,   Robertson,   Mo.
1930
Hammersley,  Haze1~Gilmol'e  City,  Iowa.
HawkinsI,  V.  I.-B.'lnk  cleI-k,  2010  Robinwood  St.,  Toledo,  Ohio.
1932
Hawk,  R.  V.-4224  Belfolltaine,  Kansas  City,  Mo.
Hurd,  Stanle'y-U.  S.  F.  S.,  Kenton,  Mich.
1933
Curtis,  R.  L.-E.   C.  W.   Fo1'ema11,   McGregolo,   Iowa.
Hess,  R.  W.-E.  C.  W.  Fol'eman,  McGregor,  Iowa.
Schroeder,  V.  J.-C.C.C.  Camp  F-12,  N.  Redstone,  Silvel'  City,  N.  M.
Year  Unknown
Deo,  Claude-Stratfolod,  Iowa.
Hufferd,  Ivan-Fa1-ming,  Coon  Rapids,  Iowa.
Pume,  Alfred-Oconto  Lumbel'  Co.,  heladquartelos  camp,   Townsend,  Wis.
Shoeneman,   M.   A.-E.   C.   W.   Foreman,   Camp   F-31-C,   Buffalo   Creek,
Colo.
at    #    3!



